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Welcome to our 2021 Military Studies catalog.
As part of our efforts to showcase our books in the best possible manner,
we've shifted our approach to our subject catalogs. All our forthcoming, new,
and recent books published in Military Studies are here, of course, as well as
articles written by some of our authors, Q&A sessions with others, and some
short excerpts from books. We think these additions give you a better sense
of our authors. It’s all part of the experience of being part of CUP family.
If you see this symbol
we have a podcast with that author. Download
the podcast from your preferred platform.
Look to the bottom right corner of each page to see if we think that book is
suitable for classroom use. Check out the top left of the page and you'll see if the
book is available as an open access ebook or it's one of our recent bestsellers.
Meet our Acquiring Editors in Military Studies

Emily Andrew
Senior Editor
ea424@cornell.edu
Battlegrounds: Cornell Studies
in Military History

Michael McGandy
Editorial Director, Three Hills
mjm475@cornell.edu
@michaelmcgandy
Cornell Studies in Security Affairs

Sarah Grossman
Acquisitions Editor
sg265@cornell.edu
SEAP Publications, The
United States in the World

Invite These Authors to Speak to Your Class
Cornell University Press is connecting our authors with academics and students in their disciplines. Authors who are participating in this initiative have indicated their willingness to
speak to a class on the subject covered in their book (or something else that is relevant) These
presentations will be conducted via an online meeting application
Listed below are our authors in the field of Military Studies who have graciously offered their
time should you wish them to speak to your class
If you invite an author listed here to speak to your class we'll send you a 40 percent discount
code for attendees to purchase the author's book For more information visit our website or
look for the this symbol
on in this catalog and click on the link
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Romania's Holy War
Soldiers, Motivation, and the Holocaust
Gr ant T. Harward

Romania's Holy War rights the widespread myth that Romania
was a reluctant member of the Axis during World War II. In
correcting this fallacy, Grant T. Harward shows that, of an
estimated 300,000 Jews who perished in Romania and Romanian-occupied Ukraine, more than 64,000 were, in fact, killed
by Romanian soldiers. Moreover, the Romanian Army conducted a brutal campaign in German-occupied Ukraine, resulting
in the deaths of thousands of Soviet prisoners of war, partisans,
and civilians. Investigating why Romanian soldiers fought and
committed such atrocities, Harward argues that strong ideology—a cocktail of nationalism, religion, antisemitism, and
anticommunism—undergirded their motivation.
Romania's Holy War draws on official military records, wartime periodicals, soldiers' diaries and memoirs, subsequent war
crimes' investigations, and recent interviews with veterans to
tell the full story. Harward integrates the Holocaust into the
narrative of military operations to show that most soldiers fully
supported the wartime dictator, General Ion Antonescu, and his
regime's holy war against "Judeo-Bolshevism." The army perpetrated mass reprisals, targeting Jews in liberated Romanian
territory; supported the deportation and concentration of Jews
in camps or ghettos in Romanian-occupied Soviet territory; and
played a key supporting role in SS efforts to exterminate Jews
in German-occupied Soviet territory.
Harward proves that Romania became Nazi Germany's
most important ally in the war against the USSR because its
soldiers were highly motivated, thus overturning much of what
we thought we knew about this theater of war. Romania's Holy
War provides the first complete history of why Romanian soldiers fought on the Eastern Front.

"Soundly structured, masterfully argued, and
utterly unique. Romania's Holy War is the
first rigorous history of the motivations of
Romanian soldiers during the Second World
War."—Dennis Deletant, Georgetown University, author of Hitler's Forgotten Ally
"Romania's Holy War integrates military history into broader stories of interwar Romania
and the history of the Holocaust, attending
to social and gender history along the way.
This astonishing book is sure to generate
lively discussion."—Roland Clark, University
of Liverpool, author of Holy Legionary Youth

Gr ant T. Harward is a US Army Medical Department Historian, a former Fulbright Scholar, and a former Research Fellow
at the Mandel Center of the United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum.
BATTLEGROUNDS: CORNELL STUDIES IN MILITARY HISTORY
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The Military Enlightenment
War and Culture in the French Empire from
Louis XIV to Napoleon
Christ y L . Pichichero
WINNER OF THE OSCAR KENSHUR BOOK PRIZE

The Military Enlightenment brings to light a radically new
narrative both on the Enlightenment and the French armed
forces from Louis XIV to Napoleon. Christy Pichichero makes
a striking discovery: the Geneva Conventions, post-traumatic
stress disorder, the military "band of brothers," and soldierly
heroism all found their antecedents in the eighteenth-century
French armed forces.
Readers of The Military Enlightenment will be startled to learn
of the many ways in which French military officers, administrators, and medical personnel advanced ideas of human and
political rights, military psychology, and social justice.
Christ y Pichichero is Assistant Professor of French at
George Mason University.

"Pichichero's fascinating book surveys efforts
to create a more rational, humane system
of military discipline, to articulate rules
of war to protect wounded soldiers and
noncombatants, and to regenerate French
society through the promotion of the virtues
of heroism and patriotism through all strata
of society."—Choice
"Christy Pichichero's work significantly
changes our understanding of the French
Enlightenment's relationship with war."—HSoz-u-Kult redaktion
"Pichichero traces the fervent debates in
French society about how best to wage
war during the eighteenth century. The
Military Enlightenment is a tour de force
and deserves a broad readership."—H-War
"Provide[s] fascinating new perspectives on
the cultural history of war in the early modern period."—The American Historical Review

$27.95 paperback | $18.99 ebook
318 pages, 6 x 9, 16 b&w halftones, 2 maps
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"Military historians will benefit from Pichichero's detailed and original analysis of the
development of eighteenth-century military
culture. Scholars of the Enlightenment will
find here vital new perspective on the real-world impact of Enlightenment thought
through the medium of the army."—The
Historian

GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE
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Our ebooks are available from wherever you
like to get your ebooks, including direct from
our website
They're also just 50% of the lowest print price
So, read on!
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Manpower and the Armies of the
British Empire in the Two World
Wars
Public Trust and Private Rights in Chicago
Edited By Dougl as E. Del aney, Mark Frost, And
Andrew L . Brown

In the first and only examination of how the British Empire and
Commonwealth sustained its soldiers before, during, and after
both world wars, a cast of leading military historians explores
how the empire mobilized manpower to recruit workers, care
for veterans, and transform factory workers and farmers into
rif lemen.
Raising armies is more than counting people, putting them
in uniform, and assigning them to formations. It demands efficient measures for recruitment, registration, and assignment.
It requires processes for transforming common people into
soldiers and then producing officers, staffs, and commanders
to lead them. It necessitates balancing the needs of the armed
services with industry and agriculture. And, often overlooked
but illuminated incisively here, raising armies relies on medical services for mending wounded soldiers and programs and
pensions to look after them when demobilized.
Manpower and the Armies of the British Empire in the Two
World Wars is a transnational look at how the empire did not
always get these things right. But through trial, error, analysis,
and introspection, it levied the large armies needed to prosecute
both wars.
Contributors Paul R. Bartrop, Charles Booth, Jean Bou,
Daniel Byers, Kent Fedorowich, Jonathan Fennell, Meghan
Fitzpatrick, Richard S. Grayson, Ian McGibbon, Jessica Meyer,
Emma Newlands, Kaushik Roy, Roger Sarty, Gary Sheffield, Ian
van der Waag.
Dougl as E. Del aney holds the Canada Research Chair in
War Studies

"A high-quality volume, with broad appeal.
Those interested in social, imperial, political,
and even economic history will want to
read this book."—Matthew Hughes, Brunel
University London, author of Britain's
Pacification of Palestine
"Insightful, imaginative, and original. The
authors are amongst the primary experts
in the field and they provide a series of
fascinating transnational case studies based
on diligent, multi-archival research."—John
C. Mitcham, University, author of Race and
Imperial Defense in the British World
"An engaging examination of how the British
Empire responded to military manpower
challenges throughout the first half of the
twentieth century. This is a compelling
collection, written by an impressive range
of scholars."—Andrew Stewart, Australian
National University, author of The First
Victory

Mark Frost is a Postdoctoral Fellow in War Studies.
Andrew L . Brown is Assistant Professor of History and an
officer in the Canadian Intelligence Corps—all at the Royal
Military College of Canada.

$29.95 paperback | $19.99 ebook
318 pages, 6 x 9, 15 b&w halftones, 2 graphs
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Listen Up!
We'd really appreciate it if you listen to our
incredible podcast, featuring in-depth interviews
with military studies authors and check-ins with
our acquiring editors in this important field
Find the 1869 Podcast on iTunes, Spotify,
SoundCloud, or wherever you get your podcasts

Keep an eye out for the
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Flying Camelot
The F-15, the F-16, and the Weaponization of
Fighter Pilot Nostalgia
Michael W. Hankins

Flying Camelot brings us back to the post-Vietnam era, when the
US Air Force launched two new, state-of-the art fighter aircraft:
the F-15 Eagle and the F-16 Fighting Falcon. It was an era when
debates about aircraft superiority went public—and these were
not uncontested discussions. Michael W. Hankins delves deep
into the fighter pilot culture that gave rise to both designs, showing how a small but vocal group of pilots, engineers, and analysts
in the Department of Defense weaponized their own culture to
affect technological development and larger political change.
The design and advancement of the F-15 and F-16 reflected
this group's nostalgic desire to recapture the best of World War
I air combat. Known as the "Fighter Mafia," and later growing
into the media savvy political powerhouse "Reform Movement,"
it believed that American weapons systems were too complicated and expensive, and thus vulnerable. The group's leader was
Colonel John Boyd, a contentious former fighter pilot heralded
as a messianic figure by many in its ranks. He and his group
advocated for a shift in focus from the multi-role interceptors the
Air Force had designed in the early Cold War towards specialized
air-to-air combat dogfighters. Their influence stretched beyond
design and into larger politicized debates about US national security, debates that still resonate today.
A biography of fighter pilot culture and the nostalgia that
drove decision-making, Flying Camelot deftly engages both popular culture and archives to animate the movement that shook
the foundations of the Pentagon and Congress.
Michael W. Hankins is the Curator of US Air Force History
at the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum. Follow
him on Twitter @Hankenstien.

BATTLEGROUNDS: CORNELL STUDIES IN MILITARY HISTORY

$32.95 hardcover | $15.99 ebook
296 pages, 6 x 9, 25 b&w halftones
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"Michael W. Hankins weaves a vast literature
into a coherent and entertaining narrative
on fighter plane development, the cult surrounding fighter pilots, and the so-called
military reform movement."—Brian McAllister Linn, Texas A&M University, author
of Elvis's Army
"Forget 'The Right Stuff,' this is the Real
Stuff. Equal parts cultural, technological,
societal, and military history, Flying Camelot
is a brilliant and illuminating account of
fighter pilot culture and the development
of governmental weapons systems."—Brian
D. Laslie, NORAD and US Northern Command, author of Air Power's Lost Cause
"Both exceptional and eloquent, Flying
Camelot tells the story of the transformation of the air superiority mission, vis-à-vis
strategic bombardment, during the Vietnam
era."—Roger D. Launius, Former Chief Historian of NASA, author of Apollo's Legacy
"A fascinating look into the way fighter pilots
shaped new machines to sustain old myths
by styling themselves as knights of the
air, enchanted with past glories. Michael
W. Hankins expertly reveals how culture
influences the technology of combat."—Tim
Schultz, Naval War College, author of The
Problem with Pilots

C H A N G I N G T H E F I E L D O F M I L I TA RY S T U D I E S O N E B O O K AT A T I M E

Catching Up with Michael W. Hankins

"I've come to
find out just
how much
some people
love him and
others despise
him."

What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

How do you wish you could change the
field?

There’s a story that’s hilarious to me,
about Col. Everest Riccioni going to give
a briefing to General John Meyer, the
Vice Chief of Staff of the Air Force at the
time, and one of the top aces from World
War II. Against the advice of other staff
officers, immediately after the briefing
started, Riccioni implied that Meyer
didn’t know anything about air-to-air
combat and was promptly thrown out
of the office. Riccioni and his “fighter
mafia” allies were passionate about
their causes, which worked both for and
against them sometimes.

The most important thing is to continue to ask new and interesting questions
about the past to help us understand
ourselves. The field has been doing that
well in two main ways that I hope to help
it continue in: First, bringing in a more
diverse group of scholars. There are
more women and people of color in the
field than ever before, although there’s
much room to grow there. Secondly,
broadening the topics we look at and connecting/collaborating with more fields,
like histories of technology, sociology,
culture, international relations, politics,
economics, and many more.

What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
When I started, I had never heard of Col.
John Boyd, and had no idea how much
of a lightning rod he was in Air Force
history. I’ve come to find out just how
much some people love him and others
despise him. I had no idea I was tackling
such a divisive topic. He’s very important
and he is loved for a reason, but I also
think it’s a good time to reevaluate him,
which is something I try to do—placing
Boyd in a larger context and giving a new
perspective on his career.

C O R N E L L P R E S S .C O R N E L L . E D U
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The Virtuous Wehrmacht
Crafting the Myth of the German Soldier on
the Eastern Front, 1941-1944
David A. Harrisville

The Virtuous Wehrmacht explores the myth of the German
armed forces' innocence by reconstructing the moral world of
German soldiers on the Eastern Front of World War II. How
did they avoid feelings of guilt for the many atrocities their side
committed? David A. Harrisville compellingly demonstrates
that this myth was created during the course of the war itself;
it was not a postwar whitewashing of events.
In 1941, three million Wehrmacht troops overran the border
between German- and Soviet-occupied Poland, racing towards
the USSR in the largest military operation in modern history. Over the next four years, they embarked on a campaign of
wanton brutality, murdering countless civilians, systemically
starving millions of Soviet POWs, and actively participating in
the genocide of Eastern European Jews. After the war, however,
German servicemen insisted that they had fought honorably
and their institution had never involved itself in Nazi crimes.
Drawing on over two thousand letters from German soldiers,
contextualized by operational and home front documents, Harrisville shows that this myth was the culmination of a long-running efforts by the army to preserve an image of respectability
in the midst of a criminal operation. Ordinary soldiers were the
primary authors of this fabrication, cultivating a decent self-image and developing moral arguments to explain their behavior by
drawing on a constellation of values that long preceded Nazism.
The Virtuous Wehrmacht explains how the army encouraged
troops to view themselves as honorable representatives of a civilized nation, not only racially but morally superior to others.

"The Virtuous Wehrmacht is one of the most
important studies on morality, German
soldiers on the Eastern Front, and the
Wehrmacht myth ever written."—David
Stahel, UNSW Canberra, author of Retreat
from Moscow
"This book is outstanding. David Harrisville
locates the genesis of the Wehrmacht myth
in the war itself, drawing on excellent primary
source material to make an original and
powerful contribution."—Jeff Rutherford,
Xavier University, author of Combat and
Genocide on the Eastern Front

David A. Harrisville is an independent scholar. He has held
various academic positions, including, most recently, Visiting
Assistant Professor of History at Furman University.

BATTLEGROUNDS: CORNELL STUDIES IN MILITARY HISTORY

$34.95 hardcover | $16.99 ebook
312 pages, 6 x 9, 10 b&w halftones, 1 map
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Bestseller

Dragonslayer
The Legend of Erich Ludendorff in the Weimar
Republic and Third Reich
Jay Lockenour

In this fascinating biography of the infamous ideologue Erich
Ludendorff, Jay Lockenour complicates the classic depiction of
this German World War I hero.
Erich Ludendorff created for himself a persona that secured
his place as one of the most prominent (and despicable) Germans of the twentieth century. With boundless energy and
an obsession with detail, Ludendorff ascended to power and
solidified a stable, public position among Germany's most influential. Between 1914 and his death in 1937, he was a war hero,
a dictator, a right-wing activist, a failed putschist, a presidential candidate, a publisher, and a would-be prophet. He guided
Germany's effort in the Great War between 1916 and 1918 and,
importantly, set the tone for a politics of victimhood and revenge
in the postwar era.
Dragonslayer explores Ludendorff's life after 1918, arguing
that the strange or unhinged personal traits most historians attribute to mental collapse were, in fact, integral to Ludendorff's
political strategy. Lockenour asserts that Ludendorff patterned
himself, sometimes consciously and sometimes unconsciously,
on the dragonslayer of Germanic mythology, Siegfried—hero
of the epic poem The Niebelungenlied and much admired by
German nationalists. The symbolic power of this myth allowed
Ludendorff to embody many Germans' fantasies of revenge after
their defeat in 1918, keeping him relevant to political discourse
despite his failure to hold high office or cultivate a mass following after World War I.
Lockenour reveals the influence that Ludendorff's postwar
career had on Germany's political culture and radical right
during this tumultuous era. Dragonslayer is a tale as fabulist
as fiction.

"Villains and liars also make up history, and it
takes a deft hand to write their biographies.
Jay Lockenour does so here with great skill
and nuance. A must-read for scholars of
the First World War."—Michael S. Neiberg,
author of Dance of the Furies
"Dragonslayer is inherently dramatic, sweeping the reader along in its story. The very
best book in English on Erich Ludendorff's
entire career, it marshals previously obscure
evidence in powerful ways. "—Vejas Gabriel
Liulevicius, author of The German Myth of
the East

Jay Lockenour is Associate Professor of History at Temple
University. He is author of Soldiers as Citizens and former host
of the New Books in Military History podcast.

BATTLEGROUNDS: CORNELL STUDIES IN MILITARY HISTORY

$32.95 hardcover | $15.99 ebook
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Bestseller

Drunk on Genocide
Alcohol and Mass Murder in Nazi Germany
Edward B. Westermann

In Drunk on Genocide, Edward B. Westermann reveals how,
over the course of the Third Reich, scenes involving alcohol
consumption and revelry among the SS and police became a
routine part of rituals of humiliation in the camps, ghettos, and
killing fields of Eastern Europe.
Westermann draws on a vast range of newly unearthed material to explore how alcohol consumption served as a literal
and metaphorical lubricant for mass murder. It facilitated "performative masculinity," expressly linked to physical or sexual
violence. Such inebriated exhibitions extended from meetings
of top Nazi officials to the rank and file, celebrating at the grave
sites of their victims. Westermann argues that, contrary to the
common misconception of the SS and police as stone-cold killers,
they were, in fact, intoxicated with the act of murder itself.
Drunk on Genocide highlights the intersections of masculinity, drinking ritual, sexual violence, and mass murder to
expose the role of alcohol and celebratory ritual in the Nazi
genocide of European Jews. Its surprising and disturbing findings offer a new perspective on the mindset, motivation, and
mentality of killers as they prepared for, and participated in,
mass extermination.
Published in Association with the US Holocaust Memorial
Museum.
Edward B. Westermann is Professor of History at Texas
A&M University—San Antonio, a Commissioner on the Texas
Holocaust and Genocide Commission, and author, most recently,
of Hitler's Ostkrieg and the Indian Wars.

BATTLEGROUNDS: CORNELL STUDIES IN MILITARY HISTORY

$32.95 hardcover | $15.99 ebook
312 pages, 6 x 9, 5 b&w halftones
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"That many Nazi thugs were prone to booze
was never a secret. But only Drunk on Genocide shows how often alcohol consumption
helped neutralize moral restraint before, and
guilty feelings after, their horrible crimes. A
must-read to understand how ordinary men
could become mass murderers."—Thomas
Kühne, author of The Rise and Fall of
Comradeship
"From its founding in the Munich beer halls,
the Nazi Party flourished in a masculine
environment of rowdyism, revelry, and arrogance. Drunk on Genocide shines a glaring
light on Nazi perpetrators of violence, drunk
with the blood of Holocaust victims. A brilliant and unsettling study."—Wendy Lower,
author of Hitler's Furies
"The horrors of the Holocaust rattle one's
soul. Socially demeaning and murderous
behavior, fueled by alcohol and bloodlust,
of powerful Germans toward fellow citizens
revealed a subterranean intoxication. Drunk
on Genocide shows the need to keep the
worst of social impulses locked away."—
Steve Clemons, Editor-at-Large, The Hill
"The role of Alcohol abuse in Nazi Germany
deserves a book in its own right. Here it
is."—Norman Ohler, author of Blitzed

C H A N G I N G T H E F I E L D O F M I L I TA RY S T U D I E S O N E B O O K AT A T I M E

Alcohol and Violence in Nazi Germany
Edward B. Westermann

C

elebrating Murder
The Nazi blitzkrieg into Poland in September 1939 and the government’s rapid surrender
proved a humiliating experience for the entire population. Not only did the country’s defeat begin the process of Nazi expansion in the East, but it signaled the
start of the genocide. Marianna Kazmierczak, a seventeen-year-old girl working at a restaurant in Zakrzewo,
experienced the brutality and arrogance of the conquerors and the feelings of national and personal humiliation
resulting from Nazi Germany rule. She recalled how she
was forced to serve groups of SS perpetrators beer and
schnapps as they gathered during the week to celebrate
mass killings. She described the men as “half-drunk” and
“very merry” and recalled how they sang and danced.
These drinking bouts sometimes included “chariot races” in which the men pushed each other in chairs around
the room. Such acts of revelry lasting into the early
hours of the morning forced Marianna to listen to salacious comments and to avoid the groping hands of the
drunken men as she fought off their sexual advances.
The “Joy” of Mass Murder
For some perpetrators of genocide, alcohol, song,
and physical and sexual violence functioned as a form
of entertainment. During the invasion of Poland, one
SS colonel in charge of a killing unit described his work
as “a huge joy” in a report to his superiors. The pleasure taken by some of the killers in their “work” also was
apparent to Mieczyslaw Imala, a thirteen-year-old boy,
who recalled how the SS brought groups of Poles “every
several days” to a nearby forest. He heard shooting and
saw trucks piled with the victims’ possessions leave the
killing site. After the massacres, the trucks headed to a
local restaurant where the killers divided the plundered
goods, feasted, and engaged in massive drinking parties involving vast quantities of schnapps, beer, and
cigarettes as they celebrated mass murder. Mieczyslaw
remembered the intoxicated men and remarked “a wedding atmosphere reigned.”
Murder Feasts
In some cases, the killers fashioned the places of
murder into sites of entertainment. One teenaged boy
described a mass killing of Jews in his hometown. From
his house near the cemetery, he listened as shots rang
out throughout the day and continued into the night.
Creeping into the attic, he removed several roof tiles

and watched as the shooters worked through the night
under electric lights and saw them take breaks to drink
vodka, smoke cigarettes, and eat sausages. He specifically recalled the actions of one drunk SS-man who
entertained himself by making Jews perform exercises
and ordering them to climb on gravestones and up trees
before he shot them.
Wine, Murder, and Song
The integration of music and song into acts of mass
murder is striking and highlights the celebratory ritual
enjoyed by the perpetrators. In one Ukrainian village,
German policemen conducted an execution of some
400 Jewish men, women, and children. One member
of the unit later testified about the presence of a music
band that was playing as the Jews were led away to their
deaths. He exclaimed, “It was loud just like a carnival.” At
another Ukrainian village, drunken German policemen
murdered groups of civilians and Soviet prisoners of war
to the accompaniment of accordion music played by a
unit member. At the notorious Majdanek camp, SS and
policemen murdered 8,000 Jewish men, women, and
children in November 1943 during operation “Harvest
Festival.” Under this festive codename, the killers shot
their victims as Viennese waltzes, tangos, and military
marches blared over the camp’s loudspeakers. Afterward, many of the men returned to their quarters and
held a wild party, drinking much of the vodka they had
received as a special reward for participating and some
did not even bother to wash off the blood from their
boots before they reached for the bottle. Ultimately,
such drunken celebrations reveal the killers’ intoxication
with the act of murder itself.

BEHIND THE BOOK

Prevail until the Bitter End
Germans in the Waning Years of World War II
Alex andr a Lohse

In Prevail until the Bitter End, Alexandra Lohse explores the
gossip and innuendo, the dissonant reactions and perceptions, of
Germans to the violent dissolution of the Third Reich. Mobilized
for total war, soldiers and citizens alike experienced an unprecedented convergence of military, economic, social, and political
crises. But even in retreat, the militarized national community
unleashed ferocious energies, staving off defeat for over two
years and continuing a systematic murder campaign against
European Jews and others. Was its faith in the Führer never
shaken by the prospect of ultimate defeat?
Lohse uncovers how Germans experienced life and death, investigates how mounting emergency conditions impacted their
understanding of the nature and purpose of the conflagration,
and shows how these factors impacted people's relationship
with the Nazi regime. She draws on Nazi morale and censorship reports, features citizens' private letters and diaries, and
incorporates a large body of Allied intelligence, including several
thousand transcripts of surreptitiously recorded conversations
among German POWs in Western Allied captivity.
Lohse's historical reconstruction helps us understand how
ordinary Germans interpreted their experiences as both the victims and perpetrators of extreme violence. We are immersively
drawn into their desolate landscape: walking through bombedout streets, scrounging for food, burning furniture, listening
furtively to Allied broadcasts, unsure where the truth lay. Prevail
until the Bitter End is about the stories that Germans told themselves to make sense of this world in crisis.
Alex andr a Lohse is an applied research scholar at the Mandel
Center for Advanced Holocaust Studies at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum.

"Through the creative piecing together of
Nazi and Allied evidence, Alexandra Lohse
adroitly reveals what Germans understood
about the state of the war in its final years,
the Nazi regime, and the crimes it committed in their name."—Bianka Adams, Senior
Historian, the US Army Corps of Engineers,
author of From Crusade to Hazard
"An eloquent exploration of love and betrayal
in the time of total war, Prevail until the Bitter
End tells a sobering, frightening story about
allegiance and desire at the extremes of a
thoroughly fascist world."—Peter Fritzsche,
University of Illinois, author of Hitler's First
Hundred Days
"This wide-ranging and elegantly written
book provides a fascinating window into
the processes through which Germans came
to understand the Third Reich's impending
defeat, and to imagine a world after war."—
Adam R. Seipp, Texas A&M University,
author of Strangers in the Wild Place

BATTLEGROUNDS: CORNELL STUDIES IN MILITARY HISTORY
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Catching Up with Alexandra Lohse

"I became a
historian for
my love of
story telling."

What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

How do you wish you could change the
field?

I became a historian for my love of storytelling, and I am most interested in the
stories of ordinary people under extraordinary circumstances. "Listening in" on
ordinary Germans as they told their own
stories of the war was a confounding and
enlightening experience.

I get curious anytime I see studies of
war and its practitioners that examine
questions about human behavior, motivations, and experiences that transcend
strictly defined military parameters.

What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
As historians, we are trained to ask questions of our sources. I was surprised how
much the process of engaging with my
sources made me question my questions.
Many of the questions I ultimately asked
in this book were very different from the
ones I pursued when I first embarked on
this project.
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Bestseller

Comrades Betrayed
Jewish World War I Veterans under Hitler
Michael Geher an

At the end of 1941, six weeks after the mass deportations of Jews
from Nazi Germany had begun, Gestapo offices across the Reich
received an urgent telex from Adolf Eichmann, decreeing that
all war-wounded and decorated Jewish veterans of World War
I be exempted from upcoming "evacuations." Why this was so,
and how Jewish veterans at least initially were able to avoid the
fate of ordinary Jews under the Nazis, is the subject of Comrades
Betrayed.
Michael Geheran deftly illuminates how the same values
that compelled Jewish soldiers to demonstrate bravery in the
front lines in World War I made it impossible for them to accept
passively, let alone comprehend, persecution under Hitler. After
all, they upheld the ideal of the German fighting man, embraced
the fatherland, and cherished the bonds that had developed
in military service. Through their diaries and private letters,
as well as interviews with eyewitnesses and surviving family
members and records from the police, Gestapo, and military,
Michael Geheran presents a major challenge to the prevailing
view that Jewish veterans were left isolated, neighborless, and
having suffered a social death by 1938.
Tracing the path from the trenches of the Great War to the
extermination camps of the Third Reich, Geheran exposes a
painful dichotomy: while many Jewish former combatants believed that Germany would never betray them, the Holocaust
was nonetheless a horrific reality. In chronicling Jewish veterans'
appeal to older, traditional notions of comradeship and national belonging, Comrades Betrayed forces reflection on how this
group made use of scant opportunities to defy Nazi persecution
and, for some, to evade becoming victims of the Final Solution.
Michael Geher an is Assistant Professor of History and
Deputy Director of the Center for Holocaust and Genocide
Studies at the United States Military Academy at West Point.

"Geheran has written an extremely readable
and well-researched book. It makes you
proud to read about how these Jewish veterans maintained their sense of honor and
military values which allowed them to defy
the Nazis in the face of the discriminatory
action taken against them."—The Jewish
Veteran
"Michael Geheran's archival research and
sharp focus on the fate of the most protected sub-class of the persecuted Jews make
Comrades Betrayed an invaluable if grim
contribution to the history of a depraved
government and warped society that murdered as many of its proudly loyal veterans
as it could."—Michigan War Studies Review
"Comrades Betrayed is an important new
study of the experience of Jewish veterans
during the years of the Weimar Republic
(1918-1933) and the Third Reich (1933-1945).
The book is based on extensive archival
research, along with diaries, letters, and
oral histories of Holocaust victims and
survivors."—The NYMAS Review
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Sexual Economy of War
Discipline and Desire in the US Army
Andrew Byers

In The Sexual Economy of War, Andrew Byers argues that in the
early twentieth century, concerns about unregulated sexuality
affected every aspect of how the US Army conducted military
operations. Far from being an exercise marginal to the institution and its scope of operations, governing sexuality was, in fact,
integral to the military experience during a time of two global
conf licts and numerous other army deployments.
In this revealing study, Byers shows that none of the issues
related to current debates about gender, sex, and the military—
the inclusion of LGBTQ soldiers, sexual harassment and violence, the integration of women—is new at all. Framing the
American story within an international context, he looks at
case studies from the continental United States, Hawaii, the
Philippines, France, and Germany. Drawing on internal army
policy documents, soldiers' personal papers, and disciplinary
records used in criminal investigations, The Sexual Economy
of War illuminates how the US Army used official policy, legal
enforcement, indoctrination, and military culture to govern wayward sexual behaviors. Such regulation, and its active opposition,
leads Byers to conclude that the tension between organizational
control and individual agency has deep and tangled historical
roots.
Andrew Byers researches the history of the regulation of the
human body and the intersection of science, sexuality, and law
in civilian and military contexts.

"The book is a fascinating look into turn-of-thecentury military culture."—Choice
"Andrew Byers presents a comprehensive
study of how the US Army perceived and
sought to regulate its soldiers' sexuality and
sexual experiences in the early half of the
twentieth century. [A] provocative book."
—The Journal of American History
"Working confidently across military history
and the history of sexuality, Byers digs
deeply into files from courts-martial and
other sources from the National Archives to
explore the centrality of managing sexuality
to the successful operation of a modern military. The Sexual Economy of War should be
read by anyone interested in apprehending
the history of sexuality specific to the US
Army."—Journal of Military History
"Andrew Byers's mastery of sources—most
particularly in the United States Army's
courts-martial records—is rare. His book
makes clear that the Army's attempts to
regulate sex, and the contests over how,
why, and when to regulate it, matter a great
deal."—Beth Bailey, author of America's
Army
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A Soldier's Spoon
Brandon M. Schechter

N

ikolai Donia became one of the over 34 million
soldiers mobilized into the Red Army during
World War II, and also one of more than 8.6
million to die. His family never saw his body and likely
had only a mass grave to visit. They did, however, have
his spoon.
Shortly before being killed defending Moscow in December of 1941, while convalescing from wounds, Donia
gave his wife his spoon. He inscribed it with the dates
of milestones in their life together, including the birth of
their daughter in May of 1939 and son in July of 1941.
That he gave her a spoon is telling, as it was one of the
most valued items a soldier had and the only thing that
officially belonged to them. Before Donia’s spoon became a relic—the last connection to a beloved husband
and father who disappeared like so many others—it was
a vital part of his day-to-day experience at the front.
One soldier even quipped that “Without a spoon, just
as without a rifle, it is impossible to wage war.”
In my new book, The Stuff of Soldiers, I use a myriad of objects such as Donia’s spoon to tell the story of
the war as never before. Each chapter takes a series of
items to highlight the experience of soldiers during the
war and show how a ragtag bunch of mostly amateurs
defeated the Third Reich. Concentrating on stuff allows us to tell this story as never before. The immense
diversity of the army, which included men and women,
people aged 17 to 55, as well as people drawn from virtually all nationalities and backgrounds (including convicts,
déclassé peasants and “former people”), meant that often the common material culture of soldiers was all that
united these very different people. Due to the often
paltry training soldiers received before being sent to the
front (often as little as one month) the standard issue
set of things was frequently all that separated soldiers
from civilians. Mastering the use of these objects—how
to shoot a rifle and dig a foxhole, but also how to wrap
the lengths of cloth soldiers used in place of socks—was
the process of becoming a soldier. Victory depended on
learning to wear your tunic properly, use your weapon
effectively, survive on sometimes substandard rations
and excavate shelter from both enemy fire and the elements with a standard-issue spade.
Victory also depended on convincing soldiers, many
of whom felt alienated from Soviet power, that this was
their fight. Physical evidence of what fascism meant—
BEHIND THE BOOK

mass graves, destroyed cities and villages, German diaries and snapshots documenting rape and murder—became central to propaganda efforts in the Red Army.
Letters to and from the front were key to anchoring a
soldier’s sense of self, allowing them to maintain connections with loved ones and make sense of the events they
were engaged in.
The war led to a number of transformations, which
objects bring into sharper focus. Looking at uniforms
highlights how soldiers’ biographies were transformed
by insignia and medals, which narrated their experiences
at the front for all to see. They also showcase how the
Soviet state rebranded itself as the inheritor of Russian
military glory by adopting the uniform of the regime it
had deposed. Following soldiers into the trenches they
dug reveals how soldiers survived mechanized warfare
and how the war became a crucial moment in urbanization, as foxholes evolved into cities with significant infrastructure. By focusing on trophies, we see how Soviet
soldiers confronted the capitalist world and its incredible wealth in 1945 and how the USSR’s invitation to loot
marked the Germans as a criminal, bourgeois nation.
These are but a few of the revelations offered by The
Stuff of Soldiers.

The Stuff of Soldiers
A History of the Red Army in World War II
through Objects
Br andon M. Schechter
WINNER OF THE PAUL BIRDSALL PRIZE

The Stuff of Soldiers uses everyday objects to tell the story of the
Great Patriotic War as never before. Brandon Schechter attends
to a diverse array of things—from spoons to tanks—to show
how a wide array of citizens became soldiers, and how the provisioning of material goods separated soldiers from civilians.
Through a fascinating examination of leaflets, proclamations, newspapers, manuals, letters to and from the front, diaries, and interviews, The Stuff of Soldiers reveals how the use of
everyday items made it possible to wage war. The dazzling range
of documents showcases ethnic diversity, women's particular
problems at the front, and vivid descriptions of violence and
looting.
Each chapter features a series of related objects: weapons,
uniforms, rations, and even the knick-knacks in a soldier's
rucksack. These objects narrate the experience of people at war,
illuminating the changes taking place in Soviet society over
the course of the most destructive conflict in recorded history.
Schechter argues that spoons, shovels, belts, and watches held
as much meaning to the waging of war as guns and tanks. In
The Stuff of Soldiers, he describes the transformative potential of
material things to create a modern culture, citizen, and soldier
during World War II.
Br andon Schechter is the Elihu Rose Scholar in Modern
Military History at New York University. He is a contributor to
Objects of War, edited by Leora Auslander and Tara Zahra.

"With this original approach—in itself an
amazing achievement given the immense
literature in this historical field—Brandon
Schechteruses the material culture of the
Red Army to trace the makeover of Soviet
life and politics brought about by the war."
—Foreign Affairs
"The Stuff of Soldiers has much to offer those
with an affinity for cultural history studied
through objects and for others who want a
basic introduction to the quotidian of the
Red Army during the Second World War...
it takes the reader into the daily life of the
Soviet soldier during the war in a way that no
other work in the field does."—The Russian
Review
"This book will be of interest not only to
students and scholars of Soviet history and
World War II but also to everyone interested
in the experience of life during wartime."
—Canadian Slavonic Papers
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The Jewish Police in Ghettoized Communities
Katarzyna Person

T

he Jewish Order Service, also known as the
Jewish police, was an organization officially responsible for maintaining order in the ghettos set
up to incarcerate the Jewish population in Eastern Europe during the Holocaust. It was drafted from the local
Jewish population to serve as an auxiliary service that
performed tasks imposed on it by the German administration, the local police, and the Jewish council. In almost
all ghettos Jewish police formations at first conducted
round-ups for forced labor, collected contributions, and
guarded the ghetto borders. Later on, in many places,
they acted as an auxiliary force facilitating deportations
to death camps.
Members of the Jewish police were part of the ghettoized community. They belonged to family networks
and pre-war and wartime social relationships. Yet due
to their privileged position, these young men became
gradually estranged from their communities. In time
they became alien—a part of the faceless, hostile, and
hated collective of the Jewish police. This was partly
because regardless of their composition, Jewish Order
Service formations almost always displayed increasing
violence and corruption, leading eventually to their
forced participation in the deportations from the ghettos. As such, they were held co-responsible for the destruction of their community.
The story of the ghetto police was transmitted by
Holocaust survivors as undeniably black. Wartime writings, created in the ghetto, are an almost uniform act of
accusation against the ghetto policemen. Immediately
after the end of the war, many members of the Jewish
Police stood trial, either in state courts or Jewish honor or religious courts. They often found themselves
shunned by other survivors and were almost all labelled
in first historical accounts as members of collaborationist
organizations. If they were spoken of, it was as a means
of exacting revenge in the name of those who perished,
of recording their names as helpers of the perpetrators
rather than as a means of understanding their behavior.
Over time, there has been a clear shift in the perception of the Jewish councils: from blanket condemnation
to a more nuanced approach and finally attempting to
understand them. Recent studies of life and death in the
ghettos focus on more multifaceted portrayals of the
social dynamics of everyday life in the ghetto and on individual circumstances and strategies. It is clear that the
BEHIND THE BOOK

actions of the ghetto police were above all the result of
the German policy aimed at the demoralization of the
Jewish Order Service but also of the wartime reality: the
brutality of everyday life in the ghetto and the shifting of
acceptable behavioral boundaries. Finally, their choices
were motivated by a search for normalcy and pursuit
of stability in their lives, which to a minimal degree was
provided by membership in the Jewish Order Service.

Warsaw Ghetto Police
The Jewish Order Service during the Nazi
Occupation
K atarzyna Person, Tr ansl ated By Zygmunt
Nowak-Solinski.

In Warsaw Ghetto Police, Katarzyna Person shines a spotlight
on the lawyers, engineers, young yeshiva graduates, and sons
of connected businessmen who, in the autumn of 1940, joined
the newly formed Jewish Order Service.
Person tracks the everyday life of policemen as their involvement with the horrors of ghetto life gradually increased. Facing
and engaging with brutality, corruption, and the degradation
and humiliation of their own people, these policemen found it
virtually impossible to exercise individual agency. While some
saw the Jewish police as fellow victims, others viewed them as a
more dangerous threat than the German occupation authorities;
both were held responsible for the destruction of a historically
important and thriving community. Person emphasizes the
complexity of the situation, the policemen's place in the network
of social life in the ghetto, and the difficulty behind the choices that they made. By placing the actions of the Jewish Order
Service in historical context, she explores both the decisions
that its members were forced to make and the consequences
of those actions.
Featuring testimonies of members of the Jewish Order Service, and of others who could see them as they themselves could
not, Warsaw Ghetto Police brings these impossible situations to
life. It also demonstrates how a community chooses to remember those whose allegiances did not seem clear.
Published in Association with the US Holocaust Memorial
Museum.
K atarzyna Person is a historian working at the Jewish Historical Institute in Warsaw, and author of Assimilated Jews in
the Warsaw Ghetto.

"Person's masterful scholarship contends
with the difficult question of Jewish collaboration, dealing with these complex
moral issues clearly and with well-balanced
judgment. Warsaw Ghetto Police is a mustread."—Antony Polonsky, Emeritus at
Brandeis University, author of The Jews in
Poland and Russia
"Warsaw Ghetto Police will become one of
the most important works published on
the Holocaust in Poland in the last few
decades."—Evgeny Finkel, Johns Hopkins
University School of Advanced International
Studies, author of Ordinary Jews
"Warsaw Ghetto Police is a trenchant study
of adaptation to escalating demands for
brutality and opportunities for corruption.
An invaluable contribution to scholarship,
it confronts the searing topic of Jewish policemen's participation in the destruction of
Warsaw's Jewish community."—Christopher
R. Browning, Emeritus at UNC Chapel Hill,
author of Ordinary Men
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Resisting Independence
Popular Loyalism in the Revolutionary British
Atlantic
Br ad A. Jones

In Resisting Independence, Brad A. Jones maps the loyal British
Atlantic's reaction to the American Revolution. Through close
study of four important British Atlantic port cities—New York
City; Kingston, Jamaica; Halifax, Nova Scotia; and Glasgow,
Scotland—Jones argues that the revolution helped trigger a new
understanding of loyalty to the Crown and empire. This compelling account reimagines Loyalism as a shared transatlantic
ideology, no less committed to ideas of liberty and freedom than
the American cause and not limited to the inhabitants of the
thirteen American colonies.
Jones reminds readers that the American Revolution was
as much a story of loyalty as it was of rebellion. Loyal Britons
faced a daunting task—to refute an American Patriot cause that
sought to dismantle their nation's claim to a free and prosperous Protestant empire. For the inhabitants of these four cities,
rejecting American independence thus required a rethinking of
the beliefs and ideals that framed their loyalty to the Crown and
previously drew together Britain's vast Atlantic empire.
Resisting Independence describes the formation and spread
of this new transatlantic ideology of Loyalism. Loyal subjects
in North America and across the Atlantic viewed the American Revolution as a dangerous and violent social rebellion
and emerged from twenty years of conflict more devoted to a
balanced, representative British monarchy and, crucially, more
determined to defend their rights as British subjects. In the closing years of the eighteenth century, as their former countrymen
struggled to build a new nation, these loyal Britons remained
convinced of the strength and resilience of their nation and
empire and their place within it.

"Resisting Independence is a truly original
book. By considering a loyalism that connected New York City, Glasgow, Kingston,
and Halifax, Brad A. Jones deftly shows the
important parallels between loyalist politics
in the thirteen colonies with the politics of
British America and Scotland."—Andrew
O'Shaughnessy, University of Virginia,
author of The Men Who Lost America
"The indispensable contribution of Resisting
Independence is its deft mapping of a Loyalist
ideology in Glasgow, Halifax, Kingston, and
New York City that sparked disagreements
over the meaning of Loyalism itself. Brad A.
Jones's argument challenges readers to think
more precisely about the act of proclaiming
allegiance in the Revolutionary Atlantic."—
Rachel Herrmann, Cardiff University, author
of No Useless Mouth

Br ad A. Jones is Professor of History at California State University, Fresno.
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Revival After the Great War
Rebuild, Remember, Repair, Reform
Edited By Luc Verpoest, Leen Engelen, R ajesh
Heynick x, Jan Schmidt And Pieter Uy t tenhove

In the months and years immediately following the First World
War, the many (European) countries that had formed its battleground were confronted with daunting challenges. These challenges varied according to the country's earlier role and degree
of involvement in the war but were without exception enormous.
The contributors to this book analyse how this was not only a
matter of rebuilding ravaged cities and destroyed infrastructure
but also of rebuilding people's damaged bodies and upended
daily lives, and rethinking and reforming societal, economic
and political structures. These processes took place against the
backdrop of mass mourning and remembrance, political violence and economic crisis. At the same time, the postwar tabula
rasa offered many innovative opportunities in various areas of
society, from social and political reform to architectural design.
The wide scope of postwar recovery is ref lected in the different
sections of this book: rebuild, remember, repair, and reform. It
offers insights into the postwar era in Western European countries such as Belgium, France, Germany, Portugal, Spain, and
Italy, as well as into how those efforts were perceived outside of
Europe, for instance in Argentina and the United States.
Free ebook available at OAPEN Library, JSTOR and
ProjectMuse.
Contributors: Helen Brooks (University of Kent), Dries
Claeys (KU Leuven), Marisa De Picker (KU Leuven), Leen Engelen (LUCA/KU Leuven), Rajesh Heynickx (KU Leuven), John
Horne (Trinity College Dublin), Maarten Liefooghe (Ghent University), Ana Paula Pires (Universidade Nova de Lisboa), Richard Plunz (Columbia University), Tammy Proctor (Utah State
University), Pierre Purseigle (University of Warwick), Carolina
Garcia Sanz (Universidad de Sevilla), Jan Schmidt (KU Leuven),
Yves Segers (KU Leuven), Marjan Sterckx (Ghent University),
Maria Inés Tato (Universidad de Buenos Aires), Pieter Uyttenhove (Ghent University), Joris Vandendriessche (KU Leuven),
Luc Verpoest (KU Leuven), Pieter Verstraete (KU Leuven),
Volker Welter (University of California), Kaat Wils (KU Leuven)
LEUVEN UNIVERSIT Y PRESS

$39.50 paperback
380 pages, 67 x 9, 63 b&w photos

Luc Verpoest is Emeritus Professor at
the KU Leuven where he has been teaching architectural history and theory and
history of heritage conservation. He is
still publishing in these particular research fields.
Leen Engelen is historian of media
and visual culture at LUCA School of
Arts/KU Leuven and president of the
International Association for Media and
History.
R aj e sh He y nic k x is intellectual
historian at the KU Leuven, Faculty of
Architecture. In his work he focuses on
the history of architectural theory and
the transformation of aesthetic theories
in the twentieth century.
Jan Schmidt is historian of modern
and contemporary Japan at KU Leuven,
focusing on political and media history.
Pieter Uy t tenhove is Associate Professor of history and theory of urbanism
at Ghent University.
P ie t e r Ve r s t r a e t e is Associate
Professor of history of education at KU
Leuven and curator of the annual Leuven
DisABILITY Film festival.
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he city’s Ocean Hill-Brownsville neighborhood. The fired teachers were
mainly Jewish; the district mostly Black and Puerto rican. Neighborhood leaders had demanded schools with local control and staffed, they
oped, with teachers of color. The result was a deep fracture of what might
ave been natural allies over civil rights and workplace issues. Instead, similar
disagreements arose elsewhere in the city, a full-blooded row over local verus central control of city schools, and sharp group cleavages that would afect the city’s mayoral elections for decades thereafter. This simulation could
be a short one focused on the immediate issues of how to end the strike and
on what (or whose) terms. Or it could be extended through several class
essions and simulated years, including neighBorhood advocates
rom across the city, other unions, and a wide array of political hopefuls
nd leaders, and even some UFT holdouts from the older Teachers Union
who would set up their own “freedom schools” during the strike. Representaves from Manhattan’s wealthy elite, from Mayor John Lindsay to The New
York Times , usually supported Ocean Hill-Brownsville community leaders.
The outer boroughs turned strongly against them in an early display of what
would later be called the populism of the right. king, X, connor, and
the kennedys Danielle’s proposed simulation also takes place in the turbulent 1960s, encompassing a wide variety of characters involved in the US
ivil rights movement of that decade. In an ambitious effort, she proposes to
xamine what a simulation does best: the “what ifs” of that movement. What
major organizations such as the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Council
nd Southern Christian Leadership Conference had cooperated better and
onger than they historically did? What if they parted ways earlier, and drifted
ven further apart? What if Martin Luther King Jr. had made different choics at different points? What if those choices had avoided his assassination
n 1968? What if the Nation of Islam and Malcolm X had followed different
paths? What if theoPhilus eugene “Bull” connor, long-standng chief of PuBlic safety in Birmingham, Alabama, had played a cooler
and? What if President Jack Kennedy had decided to put real civil rights
egislation at the top of his priorities at the start of his presidency instead of
26
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Greek Warfare beyond the Polis
Defense, Strategy, and the Making of Ancient
Federal States
David A. Blome

Greek Warfare beyond the Polis assesses the nature and broader
significance of warfare in the mountains of classical Greece.
Based on detailed reconstructions of four unconventional military encounters, David A. Blome argues that the upland Greeks
of the classical mainland developed defensive strategies to guard
against external aggression. These strategies enabled wide-scale,
sophisticated actions in response to invasions, but they did not
require the direction of a central, federal government. Blome
brings these strategies to the forefront by driving ancient Greek
military history and ancient Greek scholarship "beyond the polis"
into dialogue with each other. As he contends, beyond-the-polis
scholarship has done much to expand and refine our understanding of the ancient Greek world, but it has overemphasized
the importance of political institutions in emergent federal
states and has yet to treat warfare involving upland Greeks systematically or in depth. In contrast, Greek Warfare beyond the
Polis scrutinizes the sociopolitical roots of warfare from beyond
the polis, which are often neglected in military histories of the
Greek city-state.
By focusing on the significance of warfare vis-à-vis the sociopolitical development of upland polities, Blome shows that
although the more powerful states of the classical Greek world
were dismissive or ignorant of the military capabilities of upland
Greeks, the reverse was not the case. The Phocians, Aetolians,
Acarnanians, and Arcadians in circa 490–362 BCE were well
aware of the arrogant attitudes of their aggressive neighbors,
and as highly efficient political entities, they exploited these
attitudes to great effect.
David A. Blome is a combat veteran of the US Marine Corps.
He holds a PhD in Ancient History from Cornell University.

"A valuable contribution to the study of
polities and warfare in ancient Greece,
Greek Warfare Beyond the Polis is also likely
to prove a valuable read for anyone with an
interest in "unconventional" warfare."—NYMAS Review
"Greek Warfare Beyond the Polis tackles a
topic given too little attention from scholars,
and does so in a series of captivating stories
that take the reader directly into the midst of
the thoughts and actions of Greek hoplites
and soldiers fighting for to save their cities
and themselves."—Jim Lacey, Marine Corps
War College, author of The First Clash and
The Washington War
"This is an important work that fills a major
lacuna in the field of ancient Greek military
history. David A. Blome's military experience distinguishes it from other books."—Joseph Roisman, Colby College, author of The
Classical Art of Command
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The Politics of Veterans Benefits
A Comparative History
Martin Crot t y, Neil J. Diamant And Mark Edele

What happened to veterans of the nations involved in the world
wars? How did they fare when they returned home and needed
benefits? How were they recognized—or not—by their governments and fellow citizens? Where and under what circumstances did they obtain an elevated postwar status?
In this sophisticated comparative history of government
policies regarding veterans, Martin Crotty, Neil J. Diamant,
and Mark Edele examine veterans' struggles for entitlements
and benefits in the United States, the United Kingdom, Japan,
Taiwan, the Soviet Union, China, Germany, and Australia after
both global conflicts. They illuminate how veterans' success or
failure in winning benefits were affected by a range of factors
that shaped their ability to exert political influence. Some veterans' groups fought politicians for improvements to their postwar
lives; this lobbying, the authors show, could set the foundation
for beneficial veteran treatment regimes or weaken the political
forces proposing unfavorable policies.
The authors highlight cases of veterans who secured (and in
some cases failed to secure) benefits and status after wars both
won and lost; within both democratic and authoritarian polities; under liberal, conservative, and even Leninist governments;
after wars fought by volunteers or conscripts, at home or abroad,
and for legitimate or subsequently discredited causes. Veterans
who succeeded did so, for the most part, by forcing their agendas
through lobbying, protesting, and mobilizing public support.
The Politics of Veteran Benefits in the Twentieth Century provides
a large-scale map for a research field with a future: comparative
veteran studies.
Martin Crot t y is Associate Professor of History at the University of Queensland and author of Making the Australian Male.
Neil J. Diamant is Professor of Asian Law and Society at
Dickinson College and author of Revolutionizing the Family
and Embattled Glory.
Mark Edele is the Hansen Chair in History at the University
of Melbourne and author of, among others, Debates on Stalinism,
The Soviet Union, and Stalin's Defectors. Follow him on Twitter
@EdeleMark.

"This insightful text contains fascinating
discussions of various forms of power (or
lack thereof) wielded by veterans during
immediate and later postwar efforts in both
victorious and defeated countries following
different conflicts in the 20th century. An astute work. Highly recommended."—Choice
"The writing is by turn learned, acerbic, impressively lucid. The authors have produced
a clear and compelling argument, and they
are to be applauded for staring down the
challenges of interdisciplinarity and tackling
such an enormous topic with confidence."—
Australian Book Review
"The Politics of Veteran Benefits in the Twentieth Century is ambitious in scope, providing
analysis of an impressively diverse array of
country case studies, and with conclusions
of interest to the wider policy community."
—Thomas Davies, City, University of London,
author of Routledge Handbook of NGOs and
International Relations
"An exceptionally valuable collaborative
book—practically a first."— Peter Stanley,
University of New South Wales, author of
Die in Battle, Do Not Despair
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Diagnosing Dissent
Hysterics, Deserters, and Conscientious
Objectors in Germany during World War One
Rebecca Ayako Bennet te

Although physicians during World War I, and scholars since,
have addressed the idea of disorders such as shell shock as inchoate flights into sickness by men unwilling to cope with war's
privations, they have given little attention to the agency many
soldiers actually possessed to express dissent in a system that
medicalized it. In Germany, these men were called Kriegszitterer, or "war tremblers," for their telltale symptom of uncontrollable shaking. Based on archival research that constitutes
the largest study of psychiatric patient files from 1914 to 1918,
Diagnosing Dissent examines the important space that wartime
psychiatry provided soldiers expressing objection to the war.
Rebecca Ayako Bennette argues that the treatment of these
soldiers was far less dismissive of real ailments and more conducive to individual expression of protest than we have previously
thought. In addition, Diagnosing Dissent provides an important
reevaluation of German psychiatry during this period. Bennette's argument fundamentally changes how we interpret
central issues such as the strength of the German Rechtsstaat
and the continuities or discontinuities between the events of
World War I and the atrocities committed—often in the name
of medicine and sometimes by the same physicians—during
World War II.
Rebecca Ayako Bennet te is Professor of History at Middlebury College, and is the author of Fighting for the Soul of Germany.

"Most evocative is Bennette's ascertainment
that dissenters, whether traumatized or not,
often found ways to voice their dissent—she
argues that they exercised 'personal agency'—to military psychiatrists. A welcome
addition to World War I studies."—Choice
"In Diagnosing Dissent, Rebecca Bennette
uncovers a hidden world of soldier resistance
during World War I. Deeply researched and
powerfully evocative, her account treats
soldiers as active agents, rather than pawns
of military-medical administration, revealing the complex strivings and struggles of
Germany's unknown conscientious objectors."—Paul Lerner, author of Hysterical Men
"Diagnosing Dissent participates in a long
overdue reevaluation of debates about
medicalization: whether contemporary
military psychiatry was simply coercive
or had empowering potential for patients.
Bennette's analysis represents a milestone in
future research."—Eric J. Engstrom, author
of Clinical Psychiatry in Imperial Germany
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Engaging the Evil Empire
Washington, Moscow, and the Beginning of
the End of the Cold War
Simon Miles

In a narrative-redefining approach, Engaging the Evil Empire
dramatically alters how we look at the beginning of the end of
the Cold War. Tracking key events in US-Soviet relations across
the years between 1980 and 1985, Simon Miles shows that covert
engagement gave way to overt conversation as both superpowers
determined that open diplomacy was the best means of furthering their own, primarily competitive, goals. Miles narrates the
history of these dramatic years, as President Ronald Reagan
consistently applied a disciplined carrot-and-stick approach,
reaching out to Moscow while at the same time excoriating the
Soviet system and building up US military capabilities.
The received wisdom in diplomatic circles is that the beginning of the end of the Cold War came from changing policy
preferences and that President Reagan in particular opted for
a more conciliatory and less bellicose diplomatic approach. In
reality, Miles clearly demonstrates, Reagan and ranking officials
in the National Security Council had determined that the United
States enjoyed a strategic margin of error that permitted it to
engage Moscow overtly.
As US grand strategy developed, so did that of the Soviet
Union. Engaging the Evil Empire covers five critical years of Cold
War history when Soviet leaders tried to reduce tensions between
the two nations in order to gain economic breathing room and,
to ensure domestic political stability, prioritize expenditures
on butter over those on guns. Miles's bold narrative shifts the
focus of Cold War historians away from exclusive attention on
Washington by focusing on the years of back-channel communiqués and internal strategy debates in Moscow as well as Prague
and East Berlin.
Simon Miles is Assistant Professor in the Sanford School of
Public Policy at Duke University.

"At a time when tensions with Russia are rising
precipitously, Simon Miles has provided a
much-needed, well-documented account of
how Washington and Moscow, ever partners
and rivals, managed to master their differences in the past. These compelling insights
from history deserve a wide audience today."—M. E. Sarotte, author of The Collapse
"Engaging the Evil Empire is well researched
and brings out the complexities of US foreign-policymaking in an era that has customarily been considered under such simplistic
labels as the 'Second Cold War'."—Jussi
Hanhimäki, author of The Flawed Architect
"In 1980 it looked like the Soviet Union had
the US on the run. Less than 6 years later,
the tide had turned and the transformation
later known as the end of the Cold War
had begun. Yet those years are strangely
neglected. Miles rectifies this deficiency
in a deeply researched and well argued
study of American and, especially, Soviet
behavior that traces the developments of
the early 1980s and allows us to see the
succeeding and better-studied events in a
new light."—Robert Jervis, author of How
Statesmen Think
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The Life of Alcibiades
Dangerous Ambition and the Betrayal of
Athens
Jacqueline De Romilly, Tr ansl ated By Elizabeth
Tr apnell R awlings

This biography of Alcibiades, the charismatic Athenian statesman and general (c. 450–404 BC) who achieved both renown
and infamy during the Peloponnesian War, is both an extraordinary adventure story and a cautionary tale that reveals the
dangers that political opportunism and demagoguery pose to
democracy. As Jacqueline de Romilly brilliantly documents, Alcibiades's life is one of wanderings and vicissitudes, promises
and disappointments, brilliant successes and ruinous defeats.
Born into a wealthy and powerful family in Athens, Alcibiades was a student of Socrates and disciple of Pericles, and he
seemed destined to dominate the political life of his city—and
his tumultuous age.
Romilly shows, however, that he was too ambitious. Haunted
by financial and sexual intrigues and political plots, Alcibiades was exiled from Athens, sentenced to death, recalled to his
homeland, only to be exiled again. He defected from Athens to
Sparta and from Sparta to Persia and then from Persia back to
Athens, buffeted by scandal after scandal, most of them of his
own making. A gifted demagogue and, according to his contemporaries, more handsome than the hero Achilles, Alcibiades is
also a strikingly modern figure, whose seductive celebrity and
dangerous ambition anticipated current crises of leadership.
Elizabeth Tr apnell R awlings is a freelance translator of
texts in French, working since 1992. She has degrees from the
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, and the University
of Iowa. Since 1995, she has translated independently, or with
others, a number of books and articles, primarily in the field of
Greek and Roman literature and history.
Jacqueline de Romilly (1913-2010) was a distinguished
scholar of Greek history and culture. In 1973, she became Chair
of Greek at the College de France, the first woman nominated
to this prestigious institution. In 1988, she was elected to the
Académie Française as the second woman member, after Marguerite Yourcenar. Romilly was an A.D. White Professor at large
at Cornell from 1974 to 1980.

"With this translation, Rawlings makes
available to Anglophones a biography of
Alcibiades by esteemed Franco-Greek
scholar Jacqueline de Romilly... The Life of
Alcibiades is a remarkable adventure story
of political intrigue, warfare, and betrayal
carried out by an egomaniacal leader...
The Life of Alcibiades offers warnings for
contemporary readers about the dangers
of blind ambition and unchecked power on
the part of charismatic leaders."—Choice
"Jacqueline de Romilly's study of Alcibiades astonishingly succeeds in arousing
in the reader the same feelings as those
undoubtedly once experienced by the
Athenian public before this extraordinary
person. Her book inspires not only wonder
at Alcibiades's varied talents and admiration
at his ability to seduce those around him
but also anxiety about his ambitions and
fear for the risks he takes. With its sudden
reversals—victories followed by terrible
defeats, resounding successes as well as
the most bitter failures—Romilly's book
possesses the color of an epic with accents
of tragedy."—Revue des Études Grecques
(reviewing the French edition)
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The Nuclear Spies
America's Atomic Intelligence Operation
against Hitler and Stalin
Vince Houghton

Why did the US intelligence services fail so spectacularly to
know about the Soviet Union's nuclear capabilities following
World War II? As Vince Houghton, historian and curator of the
International Spy Museum in Washington, DC, shows us, that
disastrous failure came just a few years after the Manhattan
Project's intelligence team had penetrated the Third Reich and
knew every detail of the Nazi 's plan for an atomic bomb. What
changed and what went wrong?
Houghton's delightful retelling of this fascinating case of
American spy ineffectiveness in the then new field of scientific
intelligence provides us with a new look at the early years of the
Cold War. During that time, scientific intelligence quickly grew
to become a significant portion of the CIA budget as it struggled
to contend with the incredible advance in weapons and other
scientific discoveries immediately after World War II. As The
Nuclear Spies shows, the abilities of the Soviet Union's scientists,
its research facilities and laboratories, and its educational system
became a key consideration for the CIA in assessing the threat
level of its most potent foe. Sadly, for the CIA scientific intelligence was extremely difficult to do well. For when the Soviet
Union detonated its first atomic bomb in 1949, no one in the
American intelligence services saw it coming.
Vince Houghton is Historian and Curator at the International Spy Museum. He taught courses in Cold War history and
intelligence history at the University of Maryland and is the
host and creative director of Spycast, the Spy Museum's popular
podcast. His work has been published widely in such media as
Wall Street Journal, Washington Post, The Economist, Vanity Fair,
and many others.

"In this neat, enthralling study, Houghton
wonders why this successful intelligence
operation was followed by the failure to
anticipate the first Soviet nuclear test in
August 1949."—Foreign Affairs
"A great read: Concise, fact-packed, laden
with fascinating anecdotes, and chock full
of insights. This book is for everyone, intelligence expert and layperson alike. A page
turner."—The Cipher Brief
"Vince Houghton has written an engaging
and well-researched book focusing on the
US effort to gather scientific intelligence on
the German atomic bomb program during
World War II. Houghton expands his scope
beyond the war to demonstrate that the
scientific and atomic intelligence bureacracy designed during the war withered in the
immediate post-war era. Therefore, at the
start of the Cold War, the United States
lagged in the abilities to collect and analyze
scientific and atomic intelligence capabilities
of the Soviet Union as it raced to an atomic
bomb."—The Journal of American History
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Divided Allies
Strategic Cooperation against the Communist
Threat in the Asia-Pacific during the Early
Cold War
Thomas K. Robb And David James Gill

By directly challenging existing accounts of post-World War II
relations among the United States of America, the United Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand, Divided Allies is a significant
contribution to transnational and diplomatic history. At its heart,
Divided Allies examines why strategic cooperation among these
closely allied Western powers in the Asia-Pacific region was
limited during the early Cold War. Thomas K. Robb and David
James Gill probe the difficulties of security cooperation as the
leadership of these four states balanced intramural competition
with the need to develop a common strategy against the Soviet
Union and the new communist power, the People's Republic
of China.
Robb and Gill expose contention and disorganization among
non-communist allies in the early phase of containment strategy
in Asia-Pacific. In particular, the authors note the significance
of economic, racial, and cultural elements to planning for regional security and they highlight how these domestic matters
resulted in international disorganization. Divided Allies shows
that, amidst these contentious relations, the antipodean powers
Australia and New Zealand occupied an important role in the
region and successfully utilized quadrilateral diplomacy to advance their own national interests, such as the crafting of the
1951 ANZUS collective security treaty.
As fractious as were allied relations in the early days of NATO,
Robb and Gill demonstrate that the post-World War II Asia-Pacific was as contentious, and that Britain and the commonwealth
nations were necessary partners in the development of early
global Cold War strategy.
Thomas K. Robb is Senior Lecturer at Oxford Brookes University and a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society. He is author of
Jimmy Carter and the Anglo-American "Special Relationship" and
A Strained Partnership?

"Divided Allies should be considered not only
the best treatment of early Cold War History
of cooperation between Washington, London, Canberra, and New Zealand but also
has substantial empirical material of interest
to International Relations scholars and for
historians to further follow-up."—H-Diplo
"The study is undoubtedly an impressive
piece of scholarship in both its scope and
execution... this volume comes highly recommended for scholars working in the space
of Anglo-alliance relations during the Cold
War."—PACIFIC AFFAIRS
"Divided Allies is a stimulating analysis of
the complex dynamics of alliance politics in
the early Cold War. Thomas K. Robb and
David James Gill skillfully weigh multiple
factors, including domestic politics, in explaining the diverse interests and sometimes
fractious relations within the ANZUS and
SEATO pacts."—Marc Gallicchio, Villanova
University, and co-author of the Bancroft
Prize-winning Implacable Foes

David James Gill is Associate Professor at the University of
Nottingham. He is author of Britain and the Bomb.
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Kissinger and Latin America
Intervention, Human Rights, and Diplomacy
Stephen G. R abe

In Kissinger and Latin America, Stephen G. Rabe analyzes US
policies toward Latin America during a critical period of the
Cold War. Except for the issue of Chile under Salvador Allende,
historians have largely ignored inter-American relations during
the presidencies of Richard M. Nixon and Gerald R. Ford. Rabe
also offers a way of adding to and challenging the prevailing
historiography on one of the most preeminent policymakers in
the history of US foreign relations. Scholarly studies on Henry
Kissinger and his policies between 1969 and 1977 have tended
to survey Kissinger's approach to the world, with an emphasis
on initiatives toward the Soviet Union and the People's Republic
of China and the struggle to extricate the United States from
the Vietnam conf lict. Kissinger and Latin America offers something new—analyzing US policies toward a distinct region of
the world during Kissinger's career as national security adviser
and secretary of state.
Rabe further challenges the notion that Henry Kissinger
dismissed relations with the southern neighbors. The energetic
Kissinger devoted more time and effort to Latin America than
any of his predecessors—or successors—who served as the national security adviser or secretary of state during the Cold War
era. He waged war against Salvador Allende and successfully
destabilized a government in Bolivia. He resolved nettlesome
issues with Mexico, Peru, Ecuador, and Venezuela. He launched
critical initiatives with Panama and Cuba. Kissinger also bolstered and coddled murderous military dictators who trampled
on basic human rights. South American military dictators
whom Kissinger favored committed international terrorism in
Europe and the Western Hemisphere.
Stephen G. R abe is Ashbel Smith Professor of History emeritus at the University of Texas at Dallas. He has written or edited
twelve books, including The Killing Zone, John F. Kennedy, and
US Intervention in British Guiana.

"This wide-ranging book from Stephen
G. Rabe reveals Kissinger's centrality to
US-Latin American relations during a critical moment in the Western Hemisphere.
Rabe convincingly argues that Kissinger was
invested in developing and implementing
US diplomacy in the region, and he casts
new light on the lasting consequences of
Kissinger's interventions."—Vanessa Walker,
Amherst College
"In Kissinger and Latin America, Stephen
G. Rabe proves tough but fair. He pulls no
punches against Kissinger's vicious support
for dictators. Yet Rabe also appreciates the
former Secretary of State's open-mindedness on issues ranging from economics
to the Panama Canal."—Alan McPherson,
Temple University, author of Ghosts of
Sheridan Circle
"By incorporating new archival materials,
Kissinger and Latin America deepens our
understanding of US-Latin American
relations during the Nixon and Ford Administrations."—William Michael Schmidli,
Leiden University, author of The Fate of
Freedom Elsewhere
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Freedom Incorporated
Anticommunism and Philippine
Independence in the Age of Decolonization
Colleen Woods
Freedom Incorporated demonstrates how anticommunist political
projects were critical to the United States' expanding imperial
power in the age of decolonization, and how anticommunism
was essential to the growing global economy of imperial violence
in the Cold War era.
In this broad historical account, Colleen Woods demonstrates
how, in the mid-twentieth century Philippines, US policymakers
and Filipino elites promoted the islands as a model colony. In the
wake of World War II, as the decolonization movement strengthened, those same political actors pivoted and, after Philippine
independence in 1946, lauded the archipelago as a successful
postcolonial democracy. Officials at Malacañang Palace and the
White House touted the 1946 signing of the liberating Treaty
of Manila as a testament to the US commitment to the liberation of colonized people and celebrated it under the moniker of
Philippine–American Friendship Day. Despite elite propaganda,
from the early 1930s to late 1950s, radical movements in the
Philippines highlighted US hegemony over the new Republic of
the Philippines and, in so doing, threatened American efforts
to separate the US from sordid histories of empire, imperialism,
and the colonial racial order.
Woods finds that in order to justify US intervention in an
ostensibly independent Philippine nation, anticommunist Filipinos and their American allies transformed local political struggles in the Philippines into sites of resistance against global
communist revolution. By linking political struggles over local
resources, like the Hukbalahap Rebellion in central Luzon, to
a war against communism, American and Filipino anticommunists legitimized the use of violence as a means to capture
and contain alternative forms of political, economic, and social
organization. Placing the post-World War II history of anticommunism in the Philippines within a larger imperial framework,
in Freedom Incorporated Woods illustrates how American and
Filipino intelligence agents, military officials, paramilitaries,
state bureaucrats, academics, and entrepreneurs mobilized anticommunist politics to contain challenges to elite rule in the
Philippines.
Colleen Woods is Assistant Professor of History at the University of Maryland. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in,
LABOR, The Journal of Contemporary History, and A Companion
to US Foreign Relations.

"Woods presents a complex revisionist
history of the relationship between the
US and the Philippines during the early
decades of the Cold War. This thoroughly
researched monograph shines a light on the
ambiguities of American anti-imperialist
ideology and rhetoric in a polarized Cold
War world."—Choice
"Colleen Woods compellingly answers the
question of how US colonization and decolonization of the Philippines shaped its
response to the broader decolonization of
European empires after 1945. Freedom Incorporated makes an important contribution
to the literature on the United States and the
Cold War, and in particular on US-Southeast
Asian relations after 1945."—Bradley Simpson, University of Connecticut, author of
Economists with Guns
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The Last Card
Inside George W. Bush's Decision to Surge in
Iraq
Edited By Timothy Andrews Sayle, Jeffrey A.
Engel, Hal Br ands And William Inboden

This is the real story of how George W. Bush came to double-down on Iraq in the highest stakes gamble of his entire
presidency. Drawing on extensive interviews with nearly thirty
senior officials, including President Bush himself, The Last
Card offers an unprecedented look into the process by which
Bush overruled much of the military leadership and many of
his trusted advisors, and authorized the deployment of roughly
30,000 additional troops to the warzone in a bid to save Iraq
from collapse in 2007.
The adoption of a new counterinsurgency strategy and surge
of new troops into Iraq altered the American posture in the
Middle East for a decade to come. In The Last Card we have
access to the deliberations among the decision-makers on Bush's
national security team as they embarked on that course. In their
own words, President George W. Bush, Vice President Dick
Cheney, National Security Advisor Stephen Hadley, Secretary
of State Condoleezza Rice, White House Chief of Staff Joshua
Bolten, Secretary of Defense Robert Gates, and others, recount
the debates and disputes that informed the process as President
Bush weighed the historical lessons of Vietnam against the perceived strategic imperatives in the Middle East. For a president
who had earlier vowed never to dictate military strategy to generals, the deliberations in the Oval Office and Situation Room
in 2006 constituted a trying and fateful moment.
Even a president at war is bound by rules of consensus and
limited by the risk of constitutional crisis. What is to be achieved
in the warzone must also be possible in Washington, D.C. Bush
risked losing public esteem and courted political ruin by refusing to disengage from the costly war in Iraq. The Last Card is a
portrait of leadership—firm and daring if f lawed—in the Bush
White House.
The personal perspectives from men and women who
served at the White House, Foggy Bottom, the Pentagon, and
in Baghdad, are complemented by critical assessments written
by leading scholars in the field of international security. Taken
together, the candid interviews and probing essays are a first
draft of the history of the surge and new chapter in the history
of the American presidency.
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Timothy Andrews Sayle is Assistant
Professor in the Department of History
at the University of Toronto.
Jeffrey A . Engel is Director of the
Center for Presidential History at Southern Methodist University.
Hal Br ands is the Henry A. Kissinger Distinguished Professor of Global
Affairs at the Johns Hopkins School of
Advanced International Studies and a
scholar at the American Enterprise Institute. He is the author of What Good
is Grand Strategy?
William Inboden is Executive Director and William Powers, Jr., Chair of the
Clements Center for National Security at
the University of Texas at Austin.
"An expertly researched and written oral and
narrative history, The Last Card examines
the excruciatingly complex process of
American decision making in the run-up to
the 2007 surge against al Qaeda in Iraq...
This precious narrative history shows the
complexities of war planning and is a most
welcome addition to modern American
war studies, though it is best intended for
advanced readers."—Choice
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Rough Draft
Cold War Military Manpower Policy and the
Origins of Vietnam-Era Draft Resistance
Amy J. Rutenberg

Rough Draft draws the curtain on the race and class inequities of
the Selective Service during the Vietnam War. Amy J. Rutenberg
argues that policy makers' idealized conceptions of Cold War
middle-class masculinity directly affected whom they targeted
for conscription and also for deferment. Federal officials believed that college educated men could protect the nation from
the threat of communism more effectively as civilians than as
soldiers. The availability of deferments for this group mushroomed between 1945 and 1965, making it less and less likely
that middle-class white men would serve in the Cold War army.
Meanwhile, officials used the War on Poverty to target poorer
and racialized men for conscription in the hopes that military
service would offer them skills they could use in civilian life.
As Rutenberg shows, manpower policies between World War
II and the Vietnam War had unintended consequences. While
some men resisted military service in Vietnam for reasons of
political conscience, most did so because manpower polices
made it possible. By shielding middle-class breadwinners in
the name of national security, policymakers militarized certain
civilian roles—a move that, ironically, separated military service
from the obligations of masculine citizenship and, ultimately,
helped kill the draft in the United States.
Amy J. Rutenberg is Assistant Professor of History at Iowa
State University. Follow her on Twitter @amyjay401.
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"This outstanding work by Amy Rutenberg
surveys the Selective Service before the
Vietnam War."—Choice
"Rutenberg has provided an exceptionally
clear, interesting, and readable account of
Vietnam-era draft avoidance and how it was
actually abetted by the very governmental
officials charged with bringing men into
uniform."—The Journal of Military History
"Rutenberg's report that men's military participation rates in the 1940s were due more
to the draft than patriotism will surprise
many students; her use of that conclusion
to debunk the myth of 'the greatest generation' unsettles the conventional wisdom that
sixties-generation men were self-interested
shirkers."—Peace and Change
"Lively and accessible, Rough Draft challenges the conventional wisdom about
Americans' commitment to military service,
the motivations behind Vietnam-era draft
resistance, and the construction of appropriate roles for men in post-World War II
society. It will be read by armchair historians
and students of military and gender studies
alike."—Heather Stur, University of Southern
Mississippi, author of The US Military and
Civil Rights Since World War II
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program that enabled FalconView to plot the Predator sensor fi eld of view
over a moving map or baseline imagery display. They also adapted a navy
elicopter software program to combine predator data feeds into
an internet stream that could broadcast to any computer in the CAOC or
on the wider global classifi ed intranet (SIPRNET). The lead user in these eforts stressed the importance of a rapid prototyping mentality: “Field an 80%
olution or even a 50% solution until you can get feedback and determine
what people really need,” emphasizing that “in Wartime you’ve got everyhing but time.” 14 Flexible commercial software tools, technically savvy peronnel. immediate experience with emerging operational requirements, and
eedful sensitivity to the needs of other users throughout the network enbled opportunistic adaptation to advance the collective mission. a shared
ramework of interoperable software platforms and network
onnections enabled decentralized innovation that enhanced the collective
performance of the information system. epistemic infrastructure A careful
thnography of Reaper crews in action by lieutenant colonel timothy cullen, a u.s. air force fighter pilot who later went on to
ommand a Reaper unit, reveals the proactive engagement of human opertors with both local and remote events. 15 Aircrew awareness of the battlefi
ldfi ltered through technical devices, but they had real-time contact with
ommanders, analysts, advisers, other aircraft, and troops in the fi eld through
umerous phone, radio, email, chat, video, and data circuits at multiple levels
of classifi cation. Control nodes based in the continental United States proided a stable anchor for one end of all of these inscriptive channels: infratructure was fi xed, personnel were safe, bandwidth was plentiful, networks
were reliable, and support was available. The situation of operators thousands
of miles away from the battlefi eld, ironically enough,enhanced their awareess of it. although they sat in creech air force base, nevada,
operators mentally felt as if they were “fl ying the sensor” in Afghanistan. They
ept their eyes focused on the heads-up display, manipulated levers with their
ands to adjust the quality of the image, explored the target scene to detect
hanges and anomalies, and maintained constant dialogue with other aircrew.
38
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Skis in the Art of War
K. B. E. E. Eimeleus, Tr ansl ated By William D.
Fr ank, Introduction By E. John B. Allen

K. B. E. E. Eimeleus was ahead of his time with his advocacy
of ski training in the Russian armed forces. Employing terminology never before used in Russian to describe movements
with which few were familiar, Skis in the Art of War gives a
breakdown of the latest techniques at the time from Scandinavia
and Finland. Eimeleus's work is an early and brilliant example
of knowledge transfer from Scandinavia to Russia within the
context of sport.
Nearly three decades after he published his book, the Finnish
army, employing many of the ideas first proposed by Eimeleus,
used mobile ski troops to hold the Soviet Union at bay during
the Winter War of 1939–40, and in response, the Soviet government organized a massive ski mobilization effort prior to the
German invasion in 1941. The Soviet counteroffensive against
Nazi Germany during the winter of 1941–42 owed much of its
success to the Red Army ski battalions that had formed as a
result of the ski mobilization.
In this lucid translation that includes most of the original
illustrations, scholar and former biathlon competitor William
D. Frank collaborates with E. John B. Allen, known world-wide
for his work on ski history.
K . B. E. E. Eimeleus (Carl Bror Emil Aejmelaeus-Äimä)
served at the highest levels of the Finnish government after
independence until his death in 1935.
William D. Fr ank is the author of Everyone to Skis! Skiing
in Russia and the Rise of Soviet Biathlon. His articles have
appeared in The Boston Globe, The Journal of Sport History, Ski
History Magazine and Pacific Northwest Quarterly.

"Expert translation and commentary by ski
historians Frank and Allen have produced
this compelling version of a Russian manual of ski-based training and combat from
1912. [The] final sections of technical detail
provide a fascinating glimpse into the international cooperation, civil society initiatives,
and interwoven military-athletic culture of
pre-1914 Europe."—Choice
"...an outstanding translation with commentary.... a superbly presented, brilliantly
researched and readable book. All the
original 119 illustrations, line drawings and
photographs are reproduced with remarkable clarity."—Slavonic and East European
Review
"With an approachable introduction by the
justly celebrated ski historian E. John B.
Allen, Skis in the Art of War offers advice,
of course, on martial matters... [and] holds
wisdom for the contemporary skier. Thoroughly engaging."—The Wall Street Journal

E. John B. Allen is author of numerous articles, films, and
books, including From Skisport to Skiing and Culture and Sport
of Skiing from Antiquity to World War II.
NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVER SIT Y PRESS
NIU SERIES IN SLAVIC, EAST EUROPEAN, AND EURASIAN STUDIES
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A Fiery Gospel
The Battle Hymn of the Republic and the Road
to Righteous War
Richard M. Gamble

Since its composition in Washington's Willard Hotel in 1861,
Julia Ward Howe's "Battle Hymn of the Republic" has been used
to make America and its wars sacred. Few Americans reflect on
its violent and redemptive imagery, drawn freely from prophetic
passages of the Old and New Testaments, and fewer still think
about the implications of that apocalyptic language for how
Americans interpret who they are and what they owe the world.
In A Fiery Gospel, Richard M. Gamble describes how this
camp-meeting tune, paired with Howe's evocative lyrics, became
one of the most effective instruments of religious nationalism.
He takes the reader back to the song's origins during the Civil
War, and reveals how those political and military circumstances
launched the song's incredible career in American public life.
Gamble deftly considers the idea behind the song—humming
the tune, reading the music for us—all while reveling in the
multiplicity of meanings of and uses to which Howe's lyrics
have been put. "The Battle Hymn of the Republic" has been
versatile enough to match the needs of Civil Rights activists and
conservative nationalists, war hawks and peaceniks, as well as
Europeans and Americans. This varied career shows readers
much about the shifting shape of American righteousness.
Yet it is, argues Gamble, the creator of the song herself—her
Abolitionist household, Unitarian theology, and Romantic and
nationalist sensibilities—that is the true conductor of this most
American of war songs.
A Fiery Gospel depicts most vividly the surprising genealogy
of "The Battle Hymn of the Republic," and its sure and certain
position as a cultural piece in the uncertain amalgam that was
and is American civil religion.
Richard M. Gamble is the Anna Margaret Ross Alexander
Chair of History and Politics at Hillsdale College. He is author
of In Search of the City on a Hill and The War for Righteousness.

RELIGION AND AMERICAN PUBLIC LIFE

""This book is extremely detailed and very
well-written, and the material is interesting
on many levels. It will be a valuable resource
to historians, church scholars, musicians, and
anyone who has ever sung 'The Battle Hymn
of the Republic'."—Anglican & Episcopal
History
"Lively.... Readers with an interest in
19th-century American religious and political popular culture will enjoy this biography
of a hymn."—Publishers Weekly
"An accessible, engaging, and above all
informative volume."—The Collegian
"In this engagingly written and thoroughly
researched book, Richard M. Gamble traces
the history of Julia Ward Howe's "Battle
Hymn of the Republic" from its conception
at the outset of the Civil War though the
beginning of the 21st century."—Civil War
Book Review
"Gamble sets out an animated and detailed
history of the writing of the hymn in 1861, its
appropriation in 1898 as an anthem for imperialism, and its bizarre array of applications
during the twentieth century."—The Journal
of American History
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Bestseller

Enduring Alliance
A History of NATO and the Postwar Global
Order
Timothy Andrews Sayle

Born from necessity, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) has always seemed on the verge of collapse. Even
now, some seventy years after its inception, some consider its
foundation uncertain and its structure weak. At this moment
of incipient strategic crisis, Timothy A. Sayle offers a sweeping
history of the most critical alliance in the post-World War II era.
In Enduring Alliance, Sayle recounts how the western European powers, along with the United States and Canada, developed a treaty to prevent encroachments by the Soviet Union
and to serve as a first defense in any future military conflict.
As the growing and unruly hodgepodge of countries, councils,
commands, and committees inflated NATO during the Cold
War, Sayle shows that the work of executive leaders, high-level
diplomats, and institutional functionaries within NATO kept
the alliance alive and strong in the face of changing administrations, various crises, and the flux of geopolitical maneuverings.
Resilience and flexibility have been the true hallmarks of NATO.
As Enduring Alliance deftly shows, the history of NATO is
organized around the balance of power, preponderant military
forces, and plans for nuclear war. But it is also the history riven
by generational change, the introduction of new approaches to
conceiving international affairs, and the difficulty of diplomacy
for democracies. As NATO celebrates its seventieth anniversary,
the alliance once again faces challenges to its very existence
even as it maintains its place firmly at the center of western
hemisphere and global affairs.
Timothy A. Sayle is Assistant Professor of History at the
University of Toronto and a fellow of the Bill Graham Centre for
Contemporary International History and the Southern Methodist University's Center for Presidential History.
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"Drawing on a dizzying array of published and
archival sources, Sayle presents a masterful
analysis of what the alliance has been, what
bound its members together, and why the
alliance has endured for seven decades and
is likely to endure for the foreseeable future."
—AMERICAN HISTORICAL REVIEW
"Sayle's book is a remarkably well-documented history of the NATO alliance. This
is a worthwhile addition to the growing
literature on NATO and a foundation for
understanding its current challenges and
prospects."—Choice
"Timothy Sayle's Enduring Alliance is a
timely and important book. Sayle successfully proves that most of the challenges that
NATO faces today have existed throughout
the history of the alliance."—Real Clear
Defense
"This clearly-written and extensively researched book is a welcome addition to
the scholarship on NATO. Sayle provides
a strong case on why NATO has endured.
The book would be appropriate for use in
advanced courses in history and international relations where students already have a
firm grasp of the Cold War."—Diplomatic
History
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Recent Military Studies Bestsellers
1. No Useless Mouth, by Rachel B. Herrmann
2. Dragonslayer, by Jay Lockenour
3. Drunk on Genocide, by Edward B. Westermann
4. Empire’s Labor, by Adam Moore
5. Comrades Betrayed, by Michael Geheran
6. Conceptions of God in Ancient Egypt, by Erik Hornung
7. Enduring Alliance, by Timothy Andrews Sayle
8. The Trojan War in Ancient Art, by Susan Woodford
9. Corporate Warriors, updated edition, by P. W. Singer
10. In Little Need of Divine Intervention, translated by Thomas
D. Conlan

Statecraft by Stealth
Secret Intelligence and British Rule in
Palestine
Steven B. Wagner

Britain relied upon secret intelligence operations to rule Mandatory Palestine. Statecraft by Stealth sheds light on a time in
history when the murky triad of intelligence, policy, and security
supported colonial governance. It emphasizes the role of the
Anglo-Zionist partnership, which began during World War I and
ended in 1939, when Britain imposed severe limits on Jewish
immigration and settlement in Palestine.
Steven Wagner argues that although the British devoted
considerable attention to intelligence gathering and analysis,
they never managed to solve the basic contradiction of their
rule: a dual commitment to democratic self-government and to
the Jewish national home through immigration and settlement.
As he deftly shows, Britain's experiment in Palestine shed all
pretense of civic order during the Palestinian revolt of 1936–41,
when the police authority collapsed and was replaced by a security state, created by army staff intelligence. That shift, Wagner
concludes, was rooted in Britain's desire to foster closer ties
with Saudi Arabia just before the start of World War II, and thus
ended its support of Zionist policy.
Statecraft by Stealth takes us behind the scenes of British
rule, illuminating the success of the Zionist movement and the
failure of the Palestinians to achieve independence. Wagner focuses on four key issues to stake his claim: an examination of
the "intelligence state" (per Martin Thomas's classic, Empires of
Intelligence), the Arab revolt, the role of the Mufti of Jerusalem,
and the origins and consequences of Britain's decision to end
its support of Zionism.
Wagner crafts a superb story of espionage and clandestine
policy-making, showing how the British pitted individual communities against each other at particular times, and why.

"A meticulously researched, deftly written,
impressively organized and presented work
of simply outstanding scholarship."—Midwest Book Review
"British rule over Palestine lasted... just over
30 years. It was – and remains – one of
the most intensely studied (and obviously
controversial) subjects of the 20th century
due to the enduring and divisive conflict
it engendered. The missing (or hidden)
dimension of understanding it is the role of
intelligence, argues Steven B. Wagner, in
the first study of its kind."—LSE Middle East
Centre Blog
"A readable, gripping narrative resting on
an equally impressive source base. Steven
B. Wagner has done remarkable detective
work in multilingual archives—including both
Hebrew and Arabic—to show how British
intelligence was fundamental to power and
policy in Mandatory Palestine."—Michael S.
Goodman, King's College London

Steven Wagner is a Lecturer in International Security in the
Social and Political Sciences Department at Brunel University.
Follow him on Twitter @StevenWagner85.
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Quarters
The Accommodation of the British Army and
the Coming of the American Revolution
John Gilbert Mccurdy
WINNER OF THE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARD

When Americans declared independence in 1776, they cited
King George III "for quartering large bodies of armed troops
among us." In Quarters, John Gilbert McCurdy explores the
social and political history behind the charge, offering an
authoritative account of the housing of British soldiers in
America. Providing new interpretations and analysis of the
Quartering Act of 1765, McCurdy sheds light on a misunderstood aspect of the American Revolution.
Quarters unearths the vivid debate in eighteenth-century
America over the meaning of place. It asks why the previously
uncontroversial act of accommodating soldiers in one's house
became an unconstitutional act. In so doing, Quarters reveals
new dimensions of the origins of Americans' right to privacy. It
also traces the transformation of military geography in the lead
up to independence, asking how barracks changed cities and
how attempts to reorder the empire and the borderland led the
colonists to imagine a new nation.
Quarters emphatically refutes the idea that the Quartering
Act forced British soldiers in colonial houses, demonstrates the
effectiveness of the Quartering Act at generating revenue, and
examines aspects of the law long ignored, such as its application
in the backcountry and its role in shaping Canadian provinces.
Above all, Quarters argues that the lessons of accommodating British troops outlasted the Revolutionary War, profoundly
affecting American notions of place. McCurdy shows that the
Quartering Act had significant ramifications, codified in the
Third Amendment, for contemporary ideas of the home as a
place of domestic privacy, the city as a place without troops, and
a nation with a civilian-led military.
John Gilbert McCurdy is Professor of History at Eastern
Michigan University. He is the author of Citizen Bachelors.

"Quarters reveals and fills a significant gap
in the literature on the revolution, and
corrects some widespread misunderstandings... Quarters succeeds in illuminating a
long-neglected dimension of British-American relations during the run-up to independence."—The Journal of Military History
"The book is a masterful telling of personal,
local stories about the challenges and
impacts of quartering, while maintaining
a fast-paced book... it is indispensable
reading for those interested in any aspect
of the American Revolution."—Journal of the
American Revolution
"McCurdy follows the debates over billeting
to analyze colonial-imperial proceedings,
civilian-military relations, and personal rights.
He argues that as the debates changed their
ideas about public versus private places and
the rights of people within them, Americans
also rethought the ties between metropole
and periphery... Quarters is a valuable study
of an increasing clash of cultures within and
between imperial and colonial, marital and
civil, and policies and institutions that served
as a foundation for revolutionary political
and military formations."—William and Mary
Quarterly
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Military Power and Historical Memory
John Gilbert McCurdy

P

resident Donald Trump and the House of Representatives sparred over military power. Following the assassination of Iranian General Qassem
Soleimani, the president tweeted his willingness to escalate matters should Iran retaliate. In response, Democrats in the legislature condemned Trump as a dictator
and voted to curtail his war powers.
This was not the first time this has happened in
American history.
Since the founding, fears that one person will affect
tyranny by seizing control of the military has haunted our
history. When George Washington became commander of the Continental Army, the British condemned him
as the “dictator of America.” President Lincoln was upbraided by the Supreme Court for suspending the writ
of habeas corpus, while the misadventures of Johnson
and Nixon in Southeast Asia led to the War Powers Act.
Military power is one of the more complicated attributes of a republic. While soldiers are needed “to keep
freedom free,” history provides plenty of examples of
people who embraced Caesarism. In the United States,
this dilemma is particularly acute. Because the country
was birthed by patriots who decried standing armies and
feared the tyrannical power of the state, the nation remains scarred by the fear that unfreedom at the point of
a gun is just around the corner.
In my book, Quarters, I examine an earlier version of
the struggle over military power. In the eighteenth century, the most intimate version of unchecked militarism
was quartering. When armies came to town, they seized
buildings to provide a place for soldiers to sleep. Often,
this led to quartering in private homes against the will of
the inhabitants.
When the Americans declared independence in 1776,
they listed among their charges against King George III:
“For quartering large bodies of armed troops among us.”
Since 1763, Britain had stationed thousands of troops in
North America. When colonial complaints about taxation turned violent, another 1500 soldiers went to Boston, ultimately resulting in the Boston Massacre of 1770.
To the Patriots, this proved that the king had become
a tyrant.
Yet the story was more complicated. In my research,
I focused on the Quartering Act of 1765, a Parliamentary law often implicated by historians for forcing soldiers
into houses. To be sure, when British lawmakers first in-

troduced the bill to Parliament, they allowed that soldiers could “be quartered upon private houses.” When
he caught wind of this, King George III warned against
it. The king was correct, and Parliament changed the
law. Indeed, the Quartering Act made it illegal to quarter troops in private houses, and the British army faithfully complied with this prohibition for the next decade.
At the end of the American Revolution, the distaste
for quartering remained palpable. When ratification of
the US Constitution stalled, James Madison added,
among other things, the Third Amendment. Henceforth, the new nation vowed that “No soldier shall, in
time of peace, be quartered in any house without the
consent of the owner, nor in time of war, but in manner
to be prescribed by law.”
Curiously, the Third Amendment has never been the
subject of a Supreme Court ruling as quartering in private homes has rarely been employed by the US Army.
Indeed, the New Yorker has made light of the Third
Amendment by citing the country’s lack of interest in it.
Perhaps this is the lesson that quartering provides for
America today. Recently, the memory of Revolutionary-era quartering has surfaced in periodicals as politically diverse as The Hill and The Atlantic. Like the revolutionaries, we remain vigilant in our critique of military
power and suspicious of the people who wield it. This
provides a popular check on presidents and prevents
them from becoming dictators. In this, we remain true
to the spirit of the Revolution even if we misremember
what actually happened.

BEHIND THE BOOK

A Scrap of Paper
Breaking and Making International Law
during the Great War
Isabel V. Hull

In A Scrap of Paper, Isabel V. Hull compares wartime decision
making in Germany, Great Britain, and France, weighing the
impact of legal considerations in each. She demonstrates how
differences in state structures and legal traditions shaped the
way the three belligerents fought the war.

Hull focuses on seven cases: Belgian neutrality, the land war in
the west, the occupation of enemy territory, the blockade, unrestricted submarine warfare, the introduction of new weaponry,
and reprisals. A Scrap of Paper reconstructs the debates over
military decision-making and clarifies the role law played—
where it constrained action, where it was manipulated, where
it was ignored, and how it developed in combat—in each case.
A Scrap of Paper is a passionate defense of the role that the law
must play to govern interstate relations in both peace and war.
Isabel V. Hull is John Stambaugh Professor of History at
Cornell University. She is the author of Absolute Destruction
Sexuality, State and Civil Society in Germany, 1700–1815.
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"A Scrap of Paper is an outstanding book and
a work of exceptional scholarship."— American Journal of International Law
"A Scrap of Paper is a strong demonstration of
the worth of international law and the laws of
war in particular, and vindicates Ms. Hull's
standing as one of our greatest historians
of modern European politics."—The Wall
Street Journal
"Cornell University history professor Isabel V.
Hull gives a thorough and thoughtful investigation into one of the war's trigger points,
the legal issues surrounding Germany’s
invasion of Belgium. The assault widened
the war by drawing in Britain, committed
by treaty to protecting Belgian neutrality.
Germany was a signatory to that same treaty,
but its army command believed that military
necessity trumped international agreements
and, as Hull finds, Germany’s military
seldom coordinated its planning with the
country’s civilian leaders. A Scrap of Paper is
a luminous account of war and international
law with implications for recent and ongoing
world conflicts."— Shepherd Express
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Arc of Containment
Britain, the United States, and
Anticommunism in Southeast Asia
Wen-Qing Ngoei

Arc of Containment recasts the history of American empire in
Southeast and East Asia from World War II through the end
of American intervention in Vietnam. Setting aside the classic
story of anxiety about falling dominoes, Wen-Qing Ngoei articulates a new regional history premised on strong security and
sure containment guaranteed by Anglo-American cooperation.
Ngoei argues that anticommunist nationalism in Southeast
Asia intersected with preexisting local antipathy toward China
and the Chinese diaspora to usher the region from European-dominated colonialism to US hegemony. Central to this
revisionary strategic assessment is the place of British power
and the effects of direct neocolonial military might and less
overt cultural influences based in decades of colonial rule. Also
essential to the analysis in Arc of Containment is the considerable influence of Southeast Asian actors upon Anglo-American
imperial strategy throughout the post-war period.
In Arc of Containment Ngoei shows how the pro-US trajectory of Southeast Asia after the Pacific War was, in fact, far
more characteristic of the wider region's history than American
policy failure in Vietnam. Indeed, by the early 1970s, five key
anticommunist nations—Malaya, Singapore, Philippines, Thailand, and Indonesia—had quashed Chinese-influenced socialist
movements at home and established, with US support, a geostrategic arc of states that contained the Vietnamese revolution
and encircled China. In the process, the Euro-American colonial
order of Southeast Asia passed from an era of Anglo-American
predominance into a condition of US hegemony. Arc of Containment demonstrates that American failure in Vietnam had less
long-term consequences than widely believed because British
pro-West nationalism had been firmly entrenched twenty-plus
years earlier. In effect, Ngoei argues, the Cold War in Southeast
Asia was but one violent chapter in the continuous history of
western imperialism in the region in the twentieth century.
Wen-Qing Ngoei is Assistant Professor at Nanyang Technological University. His work has been published in Diplomatic
History and the Journal of American-East Asian Relations.

"By bringing the agency and influence of
Southeast Asian actors into his analysis,
Ngoei's book offers more regional insight
to interested readers seeking knowledge
about American influence in Southeast
Asia. The book itself represents a noteworthy
intersection of historical, comparative, and
security scholarship and would be of equal
interest to historians, political scientists, and
regional scholars alike."—PACIFIC AFFAIRS
"In this well-argued and convincing book,
Wen-Qing Ngoei... delivers a perceptive
and comprehensive... overview of the
diplomatic and strategic evolution of
Southeast Asia in the 1950s and 1960s. Arc
of Containment situates the Vietnam War in
a regional context, and students of history,
diplomacy, politics, and security should find
it interesting and illuminating."—The Journal
of Asian Studies
"Wen-Qing Ngoei's Arc of Containment:
Britain, the United States, and Anticommunism
in Southeast Asia is a thought-provoking,
compelling, and significant contribution
to the study of American hegemony and
intervention in postwar Southeast Asia."
—Southeast Asia Studies

THE UNITED STATES IN THE WORLD
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Bestseller

OPEN ACCESS

No Useless Mouth
Waging War and Fighting Hunger in the
American Revolution
R achel B. Herrmann

In the era of the American Revolution, the rituals of diplomacy
between the British, Patriots, and Native Americans featured
gifts of food, ceremonial feasts, and a shared experience of
hunger. When diplomacy failed, Native Americans could destroy
food stores and cut off supply chains in order to assert authority.
Black colonists also stole and destroyed food to ward off hunger
and carve out tenuous spaces of freedom. Hunger was a means
of power and a weapon of war.
In No Useless Mouth, Rachel B. Herrmann argues that Native
Americans and formerly enslaved black colonists ultimately lost
the battle against hunger and the larger struggle for power because white British and United States officials curtailed the abilities of men and women to fight hunger on their own terms. By
describing three interrelated behaviors—food diplomacy, victual
imperialism, and victual warfare—the book shows that, during
this tumultuous period, hunger prevention efforts offered strategies to claim power, maintain communities, and keep rival
societies at bay.
Herrmann shows how Native Americans, free blacks, and
enslaved peoples were "useful mouths"—not mere supplicants
for food, without rights or power—who used hunger for cooperation and violence, and took steps to circumvent starvation. Her
wide-ranging research on black Loyalists, Iroquois, Cherokee,
Creek, and Western Confederacy Indians demonstrates that
hunger creation and prevention were tools of diplomacy and
warfare available to all people involved in the American Revolution. Placing hunger at the center of these struggles foregrounds
the contingency and plurality of power in the British Atlantic
during the Revolutionary Era.
Thanks to generous funding from Cardiff University, the ebook
editions of this book are available as Open Access volumes from
Cornell Open (cornellopen.org) and other repositories.
R achel B. Herrmann is Lecturer in Modern American
History at Cardiff University. She is the editor of To Feast on
Us as Their Prey.
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"Herrmann's work points researchers in
constructive directions. There is reason
to believe that No Useless Mouth will
become a standard introduction to food
history. Herrmann deserves high praise for
attempting this expansive study and, what's
more, with limited conceptual guidance.
She deserves yet more for completing this
significant contribution to our understanding
of power relations in a turbulent period in
Atlantic-world history."—H-War
"No Useless Mouth combines an Atlantic
perspective with a close scrutiny of
struggles and negotiations over food and
hunger. Rachel B. Herrmann's sharp eye
for the nuances of symbolic communication
and keen ear for the languages used
to legitimate inequality yield fresh and
valuable insights."—Michael LaCombe,
Adelphi University, and author of Political
Gastronomy
"Rachel B. Herrmann has written the definitive
study of the political uses of hunger and
food in the Revolutionary Atlantic."—Ann
M. Little, Colorado State University, and
author of The Many Captivities of Esther
Wheelwright
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Heaven’s Wrath
The Protestant Reformation and the Dutch
West India Company in the Atlantic World
D. L . Noorl ander

Heaven's Wrath explores the religious thought and religious
rites of the early Dutch Atlantic world. D. L. Noorlander argues
that the Reformed Church and the West India Company forged
and maintained a close union, with considerable consequences
across the seventeenth century.
Dutch merchants, officers, sailors, and soldiers found in
their faith an ideology and justification for mercantile and martial activities. The West India Company supported the Reformed
Church financially in Europe and helped spread Calvinism to
other continents, while Calvinist employees and colonists benefitted from the familiar aspects of religious instruction and
public worship. Yet, Noorlander argues, the church-company
union also encouraged destructive military operations against
Catholic enemies abroad and divisive campaigns against sinners
and religious nonconformers in colonial courts. Religious fervor,
violence, and intolerance imposed financial and demographic
costs that the small Dutch Republic and its people-strapped colonies could not afford. At the same time, the Reformed Church
in the Netherlands undermined its own religious mission by
trying to control colonial hires, publications, and organization
from afar.
Noorlander's argument in Heaven's Wrath questions the core
assumptions about why the Dutch failed to establish a durable
empire in America. He downplays the usual commercial explanations and places the focus instead on the tremendous expenses incurred in the Calvinist-backed war and the Reformed
Church's meticulous, worried management of colonial affairs.
By pinpointing the issues that hampered the size and import
of the Dutch Atlantic world, Noorlander is poised to revise core
notions about the organization and aims of the Dutch empire,
the culture of the West India Company, and the very shape of
Dutch society.
D. L . Noorl ander is Assistant Professor of History at the
State University of New York at Oneonta. Follow him on Twitter
@DLNoorlander.

"Heaven's Wrath is a well-written and enjoyable monograph based on thorough research in an enormous collection of primary
sources by an author who demonstrates joy
in writing. Noorlander has written a book
that is a boon for everyone interested in any
religious element of the Dutch Atlantic. It
will prove to be a welcome reference (in both
the text itself and its footnotes) for everyone
working on this general topic."—NEW WEST
INDIAN GUIDE
"D. L. Noorlander has written an effective,
strongly argued examination of the Dutch
Republic and the colonial enterprise of the
West India Company."—Hans Krabbendam,
Radboud University, author of Freedom on
the Horizon
"This is an impressive, ambitious study that
will change the conversation about religion,
trade, and imperial expansion in the case of
the Dutch. Heaven's Wrath exceeds all other
work on the topic."—Evan Haefeli, Texas
A&M University, author of New Netherland
and the Dutch Origins of American Religious
Liberty
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To Kill Nations
American Strategy in the Air-Atomic Age and
the Rise of Mutually Assured Destruction
Edward K apl an

In To Kill Nations, Edward Kaplan traces the evolution of American strategic airpower and preparation for nuclear war from this
early air-atomic era to a later period (1950–1965) in which the
Soviet Union's atomic capability, accelerated by thermonuclear
weapons and ballistic missiles, made American strategic assets
vulnerable and gradually undermined air-atomic strategy.
Kaplan throws into question both the inevitability and preferability of the strategic doctrine of MAD. He looks at the process
by which cultural, institutional, and strategic ideas about MAD
took shape and makes insightful use of the comparison between
generals who thought they could win a nuclear war and the cold
institutional logic of the suicide pact that was MAD. Kaplan
also offers a reappraisal of Eisenhower's nuclear strategy and
diplomacy to make a case for the marginal viability of air-atomic
military power even in an era of ballistic missiles.
Edward K apl an is Associate Professor of History at the US
Air Force Academy. He is coeditor of Atlas for Introduction to
Military History and editor of High Flight.
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"To Kill Nations will enlighten readers seeking
an intelligent overview of the evolution of
airpower strategy in the first twenty-five
years of the Cold War as well as, more specifically, President Eisenhower's New Look
security policy and Robert McNamara's influence on national security strategy during
the Kennedy administration."—Michigan
War Studies Review
"Kaplan draws extensively on archival records, including declassified government
documents, to tell the story of how US
nuclear strategy went from being focused
on winning nuclear war with the Soviet
Union to being more in line with the [mutually assured destruction] thinking made
famous by early nuclear deterrence scholars,
such as Thomas Schelling. The book is a
well-researched, interesting history of SAC
and SAC's influence on US national security
strategy during the first twenty years of the
Cold War."—H-NET Reviews
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Making the Unipolar Moment
US Foreign Policy and the Rise of the PostCold War Order
Hal Br ands

In the late 1970s, the United States often seemed to be a superpower in decline. Battered by crises and setbacks around the
globe, its post–World War II international leadership appeared
to be draining steadily away. Yet just over a decade later, by the
early 1990s, America’s global primacy had been reasserted in
dramatic fashion. The Cold War had ended with Washington
and its allies triumphant; democracy and free markets were
spreading like never before. The United States was now enjoying its "unipolar moment"—an era in which Washington faced
no near-term rivals for global power and inf luence, and one in
which the defining feature of international politics was American dominance. How did this remarkable turnaround occur,
and what role did US foreign policy play in causing it? In this
important book, Hal Brands uses recently declassified archival
materials to tell the story of American resurgence.
Brands weaves together the key threads of global change and
US policy from the late 1970s through the early 1990s, examining the Cold War struggle with Moscow, the rise of a more
integrated and globalized world economy, the rapid advance of
human rights and democracy, and the emergence of new global
challenges like Islamic extremism and international terrorism.
Brands reveals how deep structural changes in the international system interacted with strategies pursued by Jimmy Carter,
Ronald Reagan, and George H. W. Bush to usher in an era of reinvigorated and in many ways unprecedented American primacy.
Making the Unipolar Moment provides an indispensable account
of how the post–Cold War order that we still inhabit came to be.
Hal Br ands is the Henry A. Kissinger Distinguished Professor of Global Affairs at the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced
International Studies. He is the author of What Good is Grand
Strategy?

"There are lot of books about the Cold
War, and a lot of books about 'the state of
the mess we're in.' There are books about
globalization, about failed states, and about
America's relations with the various parts
of the world. What's missing, however, is a
book about how we got here: how the United
States went from a superpower on the rocks
in the 1970s to a supreme power dominating
a unipolar world in the 1990s. That's why I've
been fascinated with Hal Brands' new book.
If you want to see how far we came from
the edge of ruin—and how far we're falling
from the achievements of the 1990s—this
carefully researched book is essential reading."—The Federalist’s Notable Books of 2016
"Hal Brands has written a book which is indispensable reading for any scholar of the
Cold War.... The book is beautifully written,
allowing the reader to canter through pages,
but return to ponder upon a phrase that
either stimulates or provokes the reader to
think more deeply."—Reviews in American
History
"Hal Brands has catapulted into the foremost
ranks of a new generation of US strategic
thinkers."—Foreign Affairs

$24.95 paperback | $11.99 ebook
480 pages, 6 x 9
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Can You Beat Churchill?
Teaching History through Simulations
Michael A. Barnhart

How do you get students to engage in a historical episode or era?
How do you bring the immediacy and contingency of history to
life? Michael A. Barnhart shares the secret to his award-winning
success in the classroom with Can You Beat Churchill?, which
encourages role-playing for immersive teaching and learning.
Combating the declining enrollment in humanities classes,
this innovative approach reminds us how critical learning skills
are transmitted to students: by reactivating their curiosity and
problem-solving abilities.
Barnhart provides advice and procedures, both for the use
of off-the-shelf commercial simulations and for the instructor
who wishes to custom design a simulation from scratch. These
reenactments allow students to step into the past, requiring
them to think and act in ways historical figures might have.
Students must make crucial or dramatic decisions, though these
decisions need not align with the historical record. In doing
so, they learn, through action and strategic consideration, the
impact of real individuals and groups of people on the course
of history.
There is a quiet revolution underway in how history is taught
to undergraduates. Can You Beat Churchill? hopes to make it a
noisy one.

"Both an argument and a how-to manual,
Can You Beat Churchill? is a forthright and
robust effort to extend a new pedagogical
approach into broad swatches of the liberal
arts curriculum."—Mark C. Carnes, Barnard
College, author of Minds on Fire
"Can You Beat Churchill? offers an invaluable
road map for creating historical simulations
for the college classroom, demonstrating the
choices, pitfalls, and stop signs that every
game author needs to consider."—Mary
Jane Treacy, Simmons University, author
of Greenwich Village, 1913

Michael A. Barnhart is Distinguished Teaching Professor
Emeritus of History at the State University of New York at Stony
Brook. He is author of Japan and the World since 1868 and Japan
Prepares for Total War.
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Catching Up with Michael A. Barnhart

"My interest in
history came
from my early
fascination
with wargames,
which I
discovered in
a Woolworth's
department
store."

What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

How do you wish you could change the
field?

My work on this book brought back
childhood memories. My interest in
history came from my early fascination
with wargames, which I discovered in a
Woolworth's department store for the
then-impossibly expensive sum of five
dollars. Many chores and one Christmas
later, I had my prize.

I hope that many teachers who have had
little or no interest in military history, or
who consider the field as nothing more
than "drums and bugles," will rethink
the usefulness of using the lessons of
conf lict and cooperation--keys to any
military organization--in their teaching
even on non-military subjects.

What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
The book is a guide for instructors who
want to try using simulations as teaching tools. So the hardest part in writing
it was getting the balance right, not so
tightly focused on my own experience
as to be unhelpful, but not so broad as
to be little better than bromides and
boilerplate.
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Why Do Swords Matter?
Kristen Brooke Neuschel

“

It’s not every day you step on a sword in a lake!” observed a museum curator in Sweden, after receiving
a pre-Viking age sword that an eight-year-old girl
had unwittingly discovered on her summer vacation.
Medieval sword blades still turn up from time to time.
Sword hilts turn up even more often, in hoards of coins,
brooches, and rings, the “warrior bling” of the early Middle Ages. Not all of the swords found in lakes, rivers, or
peat bogs are as rare as this pre-Viking sword, which
dates from before about 700. But virtually every time
a medieval or ancient sword appears, it earns a moment
in the limelight.
Why? True, it’s not every day you step on a sword,
but museums around the world are already bursting with
sword collections. And really old swords are not much
to look at; scaly strips of metal that look as if some creature has been nibbling on them. Sword hilts fare better,
sometimes, but the elegant scabbards and sword belts
that went with them have long since decayed.
Yet our fascination with swords is apparent every time
a new find is reported, such as the BBC coverage of the
Swedish girl’s discovery. Even modern swords headline
museums’ displays. Just west of Appomattox Court
House in central Virginia, a private museum squats next
to the two-lane highway. Stretched across the side of the
building, a banner proclaims: “Robert E. Lee’s Sword!”
The owner clearly hopes to waylay tourists heading to
the National Park up the road, the site of Lee’s surrender
to Grant in 1865. This sword is presumed to be sufficient
to attract their attention.
Swords are a particularly powerful instance of our
impulse to anchor ourselves in the past through objects. We relish the experience of slipping great-grandmother’s thimble onto a finger, or hearing the creaking
wood as we rock in great-grandfather’s chair. We are
particularly vulnerable to objects as a way to connect
with the past because we are surrounded, now, by disposable treasures – expensive cell phones that quickly
become obsolete, for example.
Even worse, much of our “reality” is now virtual. Our
attraction to things, like a thimble, is a nostalgic reflex. It
invokes a past where the meaning of things was straightforward and endures from that time to the present. In
fact, the past we encounter in that object exists only in
the present. We do not think so readily about the long
hours hunched over mending in inadequate light, wear-
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ing that thimble.
Swords matter in the here and now—even brittle,
rusting fragments from lake bottoms—because we think
we know what they meant, then, so that they become
a means of connection for us to that remote past. This
nostalgic reflex has dangerous overtones. Our gesture
of recognition obscures the long, complex history by
which swords became the signature prop of warrior
identity, and of the authority to commit violence that
accompanies that identity.
Every ancient or medieval blade we recover should
be scrutinized by experts to add to our understanding
of technology or the importance of prestige objects in
those days. But whenever an old sword appears both enchanting and familiar, then we should be on our guard.
We should not want to live in a world where swords continue to have that kind of power.

Living by the Sword
Weapons and Material Culture in France and
Britain, 600–1600
Kristen Brooke Neuschel

Sharpen your knowledge of swords with Kristen B. Neuschel
as she takes you through a captivating 1,000 years of French
and English history. Living by the Sword reveals that warrior culture, with the sword as its ultimate symbol, was deeply rooted
in ritual long before the introduction of gunpowder weapons
transformed the battlefield.
Neuschel argues that objects have agency and that decoding
their meaning involves seeing them in motion: bought, sold,
exchanged, refurbished, written about, displayed, and used in
ceremony. Drawing on evidence about swords (from wills, inventories, records of armories, and treasuries) in the possession of
nobles and royalty, she explores the meanings people attached
to them from the contexts in which they appeared. These environments included other prestige goods such as tapestries,
jewels, and tableware—all used to construct and display status.
Living by the Sword draws on an exciting diversity of sources
from archaeology, military and social history, literature, and
material culture studies to inspire students and educated lay
readers (including collectors and reenactors) to stretch the
boundaries of what they know as the "war and culture" genre.
Kristen B. Neuschel is Associate Professor of History at
Duke University. She is author of Word of Honor and coauthor
of several editions of Western Civilization.

$23.95 paperback | $15.99 ebook
240 pages, 6 x 9, 18 b&w halftones, 4 color plates

"Living by the Sword is a rich and elaborate
book. Full of fascinating material that is
gracefully presented, it is interesting, informative, and a genuinely good read."—Malcolm Smuts, University of Massachusetts
Boston, author of Court Culture and the
Origins of a Royalist Tradition in Early Stuart
England
"Kristen B. Neuschel is an innovative historian. I am impressed by her book's high quality,
which documents the sword's place in noble
culture in a way that has not been attempted
before."—David Potter, University of Kent,
author of Renaissance France at War
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We've got insights, commentaries, and Q&As with
our fabulous authors on our website homepage.
It's like a blog, but better!

Want to write for it?
Contact Adriana Ferreira at af582@cornelledu
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Bullets not Ballots
Success in Counterinsurgency Warfare
Jacqueline L . Hazelton

In Bullets Not Ballots, Jacqueline L. Hazelton challenges the
claim that winning "hearts and minds" is critical to successful
counterinsurgency campaigns. Good governance, this conventional wisdom holds, gains the besieged government popular
support, denies support to the insurgency, and makes military
victory possible. Hazelton argues that major counterinsurgent
successes since World War II have resulted not through democratic reforms but rather through the use of military force
against civilians and the co-optation of rival elites.
Hazelton offers new analyses of five historical cases frequently held up as examples of the effectiveness of good governance
in ending rebellions—the Malayan Emergency, the Greek Civil
War, the Huk Rebellion in the Philippines, the Dhofar rebellion
in Oman, and the Salvadoran Civil War—to show that, although
unpalatable, it was really brutal repression and bribery that
brought each conflict to an end. By showing how compellence
works in intrastate conflicts, Bullets Not Ballots makes clear
that whether or not the international community decides these
human, moral, and material costs are acceptable, responsible
policymaking requires recognizing the actual components of
counterinsurgent success—and the limited influence that external powers have over the tactics of counterinsurgent elites.
Jacqueline L . Ha zelton is Assistant Professor in the Department of Strategy and Policy at the US Naval War College.
Her work has been published in outlets including International
Security, The Journal of Strategic Studies, and Parameters. Before
returning to academia, she was a journalist with the Associated
Press. Follow her on Twitter @DrJLHazelton.
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"Bullets Not Ballots is a must read for students
of counterinsurgency. Hazelton argues
that counterinsurgency is a brutal business
where ruthlessness is essential for success.
Emphasizing good governance and winning
hearts and minds sounds noble, but they are
formulas for failure."—John J. Mearsheimer,
University of Chicago, author of The Tragedy of Great Power Politics
"Counterinsurgency skips generations in
American policy but the world keeps it coming back. Jacqueline L. Hazelton's challenge
to the 'hearts and minds' doctrine raises
uncomfortable questions about whether
an effective strategy can also be humane.
Whichever one's position, none engaged
in this debate can afford to ignore her trenchant exploration of the dilemma."—Richard
K. Betts, Columbia University, author of
American Force
"Bullets Not Ballots is an unvarnished and
indispensable critique of counterinsurgency
that doesn't shy away from the role violence
plays in internal conflicts. Jacqueline L. Hazelton shines in her historical case studies,
supporting a bold theory that forces readers
to grapple with the costs and consequences
of war."—Gregory A. Daddis, San Diego
State University, author of Pulp Vietnam
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Catching Up with Jacqueline A. Hazelton
What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

"The famine
was such that
everything that
could possibly
be eaten had
been eaten."

One of my favorite research anecdotes
involves the work I did on the Greek
Civil War. I was going through contemporaneous documents at the US
National Archives in College Park, MD.
The US records included a great deal of
reporting on the poverty and misery of
Greece after the World War II occupation and the civil war. Necessities were
in short supply. “There was an almost
total lack of supplies and transport,” one
observer wrote. “Even the simplest items
such as paper to write on or the pencil
wherewith to write were unobtainable,
or could only be obtained after days of
effort.” The shortages included farm and
pack animals. The famine was such that
everything that could possibly be eaten
had been eaten. The US military advisory
mission to Greece knew that the Greek
army needed pack animals to get off
the (few) roads and into the mountains
where the guerrillas were, but none were
to be found locally. The United States
had to import horses for the cavalry and
mules for artillery and pack bearing.
“Prior to leaving the United States,” the
report noted, “these mules had been
given special training for mountain
operations.” Reading this report, I saw
in my mind’s eye a mule awkward in
a climbing harness learning to rappel

and belay with other mules observing
from cliff’s top and on the ground. This
is not to suggest any lack of attention to
the tremendous suffering of the Greek
people. I also felt great sadness at the
plight of Greece’s farm animals and the
US mules.
What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
I wish I had know when I started my
book the utmost importance of capturing an image of each and every archival
document that I stopped to read. I also
wish I had known the utmost importance of taking at least sketchy notes on
each of those documents. Researchers,
beware! If no one has told you this yet,
remember it!
How do you wish you could change the
field?
I wish I could change my field of study
to make it more daring in exploration,
more theory driven, more pluralistic,
more merit based, less sexist and more
generally bigoted, and more comfortable
with the perspectives and narratives of
others.
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Defense 101
Understanding the Military of Today and
Tomorrow
Michael E. O'Hanlon

In Defense 101, a concise primer for understanding the United
States' $700+ billion defense budget and rapidly changing military technologies, Michael O'Hanlon provides a deeply informed
yet accessible analysis of American military power.
After an introduction in which O'Hanlon surveys today's
international security environment, provides a brief sketch
of the history of the US military, its command structure, the
organization of its three million personnel, and a review of its
domestic basing and global reach, Defense 101 provides in-depth
coverage of four critical areas in military affairs:
• Defense Budgeting and Resource Allocation: detailed budget
and cost breakdowns, wartime spending allocations, economics of overseas basing, military readiness, and defense budgeting versus US grand strategy
• Gaming and Modeling Combat: wargaming, micro modeling,
nuclear exchange calculations, China scenarios, and assessments of counterinsurgency missions
• Technological Change and Military Innovation: use of computers, communications, and robotics, cutting-edge developments
in projectiles and propulsion systems
• The Science of War, military uses of space, missile defense, and
nuclear weapons, testing, and proliferation
For policy makers and experts, military professionals, students,
and citizens alike, Defense 101 helps make sense of the US Department of Defense, the basics of war and the future of armed
conflict, and the most important characteristics of the American
military.

"Michael O'Hanlon is one of the top defense
analysts in the United States. His book,
Defense 101, is an excellent guide to the
planning, budgeting, wargaming, modeling,
and technology issues that have shaped and
continue to shape American defense policy."—Michael Gordon, co-author of Cobra II
"This book is a miracle of exposition that
makes arcane topics of military analysis
both understandable and highly engaging."—Harold Feiveson, Princeton University
"Defense policy for a modern superpower
cannot be made responsibly without a
range of knowledge about the technocratic
complexities of budget tradeoffs, technological alternatives, combat simulation, and
logistics. This book is the best to illustrate
these issues for audiences outside the
Pentagon"—Richard K. Betts, Columbia
University

Michael E . O'Hanlon is Senior Fellow and Director of
Research in Foreign Policy at the Brookings Institution. He
is author of numerous books, including The Senkaku Paradox,
Beyond NATO, and The Future of Land Warfare.
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Catching Up with Michael E. O'Hanlon

"I had thirtyfour years to
think about
this book."

What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

How do you wish you could change the
field?

I think my visit to Ukraine. Seeing how
remote, and how close to Russia, and
how beautiful yet how strategically off
the beaten path it was made me think
that we Americans really had stretched
our ambitions too far in wanting to bring
it into NATO—even as I also didn’t want
us to abandon Ukraine or consign it to
the status of Russian vassal.

I always want more technical skills—language, science, area studies. It’s not so
much about changing my field as about
broadening it. But luckily I have a job
where I can always try to do that even
into adulthood (and now, old age!). I am
beginning a project on military history
for the modern strategist, in fact, which
will be challenging for me, but in a good
and new way.

What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
Nothing, really. Of course, I always wish
I were smarter! But I had thirty-forty
years to think about this book and it’s
now only about a year since I started it,
so that’s not so salient a matter for me.
I am glad that Biden beat Trump!, but I
had the chance to incorporate that into
the text before it went final.
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How to Prevent Coups d’Etat
Counterbalancing and Regime Survival
Erica De Bruin

In this lively and provocative book, Erica De Bruin looks at the
threats that rulers face from their own armed forces. Can they
make their regimes impervious to coups?
How to Prevent Coups d'État shows that how leaders organize
their coercive institutions has a profound effect on the survival
of their regimes. When rulers use presidential guards, militarized police, and militia to counterbalance the regular military,
efforts to oust them from power via coups d'état are less likely to
succeed. Even as counterbalancing helps to prevent successful
interventions, however, the resentment that it generates within
the regular military can provoke new coup attempts. And because counterbalancing changes how soldiers and police perceive the costs and benefits of a successful overthrow, it can
create incentives for protracted fighting that result in the escalation of a coup into full-blown civil war.
Drawing on an original dataset of state security forces in
110 countries over a span of fifty years, as well as case studies of coup attempts in Asia, Africa, Latin America, and the
Middle East, De Bruin sheds light on how counterbalancing
affects regime survival. Understanding the dynamics of counterbalancing, she shows, can help analysts predict when coups
will occur, whether they will succeed, and how violent they are
likely to be. The arguments and evidence in this book suggest
that while counterbalancing may prevent successful coups, it is
a risky strategy to pursue—and one that may weaken regimes
in the long term.
Erica De Bruin is Assistant Professor of Government at Hamilton College in Clinton, New York. Her work has been published
in Journal of Peace Research, Journal of Conf lict Resolution, and
Foreign Affairs. Follow her on Twitter @esdebruin.

"De Bruin's How to Prevent Coups d'État
makes a real contribution to the study of civil-military relations. The most important of
which are that counterbalancing institutions
do reduce the likelihood of a successful coup,
but paradoxically, their very existence may
trigger the very act it is designed to prevent...
How to Prevent Coups d'État should be a
staple in any course on civil-military relations
and read alongside classics including Eric
Nordlinger's Soldiers in Politics, Samuel
Finer's The Man on Horseback, and Samuel
Huntington's The Soldier and the State."—
The Journal of the Middle East and Africa
"Erica De Bruin's book offers the most
comprehensive account to date of whether
counterbalancing (or coup proofing) can
deter coup attempts and lower the risk of
coups being successful. A major accomplishment of the book is that it offers a
quantitative analysis based on an impressive
dataset collected by the author... Erica De
Bruin's book deserves to be read not only
by academics and dictators, but by anyone
interested in research on coups."—Journal
of Peace Research
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Do Democracies Need to Worry About
Coups?
Erica de Bruin

W

hen President Trump refused to accept the
results of the election, it raised concerns
about whether he was attempting to stage
a coup to remain in power. After several weeks of delay,
the transition to a new administration is now underway.
But the incident raises the question: to what extent do
democracies need to worry about coup attempts?
Coups can be understood as illegal, overt efforts by
military or civilian elites to seize executive power. Importantly, they involve the use or threat of violence. While
coup attempts are no longer as common as they once
were, they still occur with troubling frequency. Since
2000, more than fifty coup attempts have occurred in
thirty-one different countries. It remains exceedingly
rare for coups to occur in wealthy, consolidated democracies like the United States.
Here, the bigger risk to democracy is the more gradual imposition of restrictions of political participation or
chipping away at norms of accountability for political
leaders—steps scholars refer to as “democratic backsliding,” rather than coups.
But the threat of a coup does remain pressing in more
newly democratizing regimes, which have not yet developed norms of civilian, democratic governance of the
military. Coups in these democracies are twice as likely
to succeed as those that occur in dictatorships. In the
past decade alone, democratically-elected rulers in Bolivia, Egypt, Honduras, and Thailand have been ousted
from power in coups.
To protect themselves from coup attempts, leaders
adopt a whole range of “coup-proofing” tactics. These
tactics work in one of two ways—they either aim to address grievances that may motivate coups, or they aim
to make coup attempts more difficult to carry out. One
particularly common strategy, which I explore in my
book, involves counterbalancing the military with other
security forces, such as presidential guards, militarized
police, and militia, that are independent from military
control.
These types of security forces frequently resist coup
attempts staged by the military. While coup-proofing is
typically portrayed as a tactic of dictators, it is also used
in democracies. A number of democratic regimes have
employed counterbalancing precisely because they
would like to remain democratic.
Early post-independence leaders in India, for exam-

ple, were acutely aware of the risk of a coup. A central
aim of the expansion of the Central Reserve Police
Force and other paramilitary forces in the 1960s was to
contain military influence—relieving the military of internal security tasks that would have brought it into domestic politics. Following the assassination of Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi, was the creation of a new security force,
the Special Protection Group, to protect political leaders in the event of a coup.
The relatively fragmented system of military and police power in the United States was also initially intended to help prevent the military from becoming powerful
enough to intervene in politics. These are not isolated
cases. All told, more than fifty percent of democracies
retain at least one militarized police or other security
force capable of counterbalancing the military.
Yet efforts to coup-proof come at a cost. As my book
documents, establishing security forces outside of military command can generate resentment within the regular military that ends up provoking new coup attempts.
The resistance that counterweights often offer to coup
attempts increases the risk that coup attempts will escalate to wider violence.
Moreover, these tactics are, by their nature, temporary fixes. They can make coup attempts more difficult
to carry out successfully. But in the long-run, the only
way to coup-proof democracies is for military officers
to internalize norms of non-intervention in politics—and
for civilian elites to refrain from attempting to undermine them.
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Catching Up with Theodore McLauchlin

"I'd love there
to be more
attention
paid to nonWestern
armies."

What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

How do you wish you could change the
field?

My friend Laia Balcells asked me to
check if her great-grandfather, Ernesto
Díaz Calderón, was in my dataset. He
had fought for the Spanish Republic in
the province I was studying. I looked,
and there he was. This was a coincidence,
because I only had data on a sample of
those who, like him, kept fighting rather
than deserting. It was amazing to be able
to provide some information to a friend.

I’d love there to be more attention paid to
non-Western armies, though I hasten to
add that I haven’t done much myself to
advance this in my own work.

What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
You should have exactly one other project on the go. One is the ideal number:
enough to work on when you don’t want
to work on the book, not so much that
you end up spinning plates (as I did).
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Desertion
Trust and Mistrust in Civil Wars
Theodore Mcl auchlin

Theodore McLauchlin's Desertion examines the personal and
political factors behind soldiers' choices to stay in their unit or
abandon their cause. He explores what might spur widespread
desertion in a given group, how some armed groups manage to
keep their soldiers fighting over long periods, and how committed soldiers are to their causes and their comrades.
To answer these questions, McLauchlin focuses on combatants in military units during the Spanish Civil War. He pushes
against the preconception that individual soldiers' motivations
are either personal or political, either selfish or ideological. Instead, he draws together the personal and the political, showing
how soldiers come to trust each other—or not. Desertion demonstrates how the armed groups that hold together and survive are
those that foster interpersonal connections, allowing soldiers
the opportunity to prove their commitment to the fight.
McLauchlin argues that trust keeps soldiers in the fray, mistrust pushes them to leave, and political beliefs and military
practices shape both. Desertion brings the reader into the world
of soldiers and rigorously tests the factors underlying desertion.
It asks, honestly and without judgment, what would you do in
an army in a civil war? Would you stand and fight? Would you
try to run away? And what if you found yourself fighting for a
cause you no longer believe in or never did in the first place?
Theodore McL auchlin is Associate Professor in the Department of Political Science, and Director of the Center for International Peace and Security Studies, at Université de Montréal.
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"In this well-argued book, McLauchlin makes
an original and significant contribution to
the literature of civil wars, especially the
Spanish conflict."—Michael Seidman,
University of North Carolina Wilmington,
author of Transatlantic Antifascisms from the
Spanish Civil War to the end of World War II
"Desertion is well-written and provides an
important new argument about desertion
in civil war, presenting impressive original
research on the Spanish Civil War in particular."—Kathleen Gallagher Cunningham,
University of Maryland, College Park, associate editor of the Journal of Peace Research
"What explains that some combatants
decide to leave their armed organizations
while others decide to keep fighting? It
turns out that it depends on the relational
aspects of the armed units as much as on the
characteristics of soldiers. At the same time,
coercion attempting to deter desertion can
backfire and provoke more of it. McLauchlin
has written a fascinating book, in which he
explores historical data from the Spanish
Civil War in an innovative way. A solid piece
of social science research, which contributes
to our understanding of the Spanish conflict
as well as to civil wars more generally."—Laia
Balcells, Georgetown University, author of
Rivalry and Revenge
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ny worse, fix it.” Once people heard this, they knew they had won. Three
weeks later Serka doubled the Salary for all of itS filipino workrS on the base, even those who did not participate in the strike. In short
order strikes spread to other bases in northern Iraq. The last base to be orgaized was Tal Afar. Manny, who worked there, was originally reluctant to join
he strike: “I was scared. On the one hand I wanted my salary to be increased.
On the other I was scared I would be sent home. The one consolation I had
was that if I got fired everyone would get fired.” When I asked if others felt
his way he said: “Yeah, many. They were scared too. But we were [also] afraid
we would be teased if we didn’t [go along]. . . . Also, we heard about strikes
n other camps. We heard that other camps were able to negotiate their salry, so we thought, ‘Why don’t we try?’ Hearing about it [the other strikes]
he leaders were confident that it [a strike] would work.” In the end Manny
nd most of Serka’s non-Turkish workforce at Tal Afar, which included some
ndian and Egyptian workers, joined the strike. Several factors contributed to
he success of thesestrikes. As mentioned above, the perception of injustice
oncerning Serka’s differential treatment of Turkish and non-Turkish employes created a shared set of grievances (“we were all thinking the same”) that
elped unite its Filipino workers against the company. In addition to this, it is
lear that those with previous experience working abroad, such as Daniel and
the leaderS of the Strike at tal afar, played an important role in mobilizing people. Also relevant is the power of demonstration effects. Accordng to Manny, success at the bases in Mosul emboldened both leaders and
eluctant followers like himself to undertake their own strikes. Perhaps most
mportant waS the fact that kbr and military officialS Sided with
Serka’s Filipino workers, which foreclosed the possibility of punitive actions
gainst participants by the company. This support has to be understood in
elation to the specific dynamics at play. It is not immaterial, for instance, that
Filipinos constituted the vast majority of Serka’s food service workers at the
me. Without their labor the company lacked the manpower to fulfill its conractual obligations. moreover, the military placeS great emphaSiS
on dining operations in warzones, believing that plentiful and high-quality
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Dying to Learn
Wartime Lessons from the Western Front
Michael A. Hunzeker

In Dying to Learn, Michael Hunzeker develops a novel theory to
explain how wartime militaries learn. He focuses on the Western Front, which witnessed three great-power armies struggle
to cope with deadlock throughout the First World War, as the
British, French, and German armies all pursued the same
solutions-assault tactics, combined arms, and elastic defense
in depth. By the end of the war, only the German army managed
to develop and implement a set of revolutionary offensive, defensive, and combined arms doctrines that in hindsight represented
the best way to fight.
Hunzeker identifies three organizational variables that determine how fighting militaries generate new ideas, distinguish
good ones from bad ones, and implement the best of them across
the entire organization. These factors are: the degree to which
leadership delegates authority on the battlefield; how effectively
the organization retains control over soldier and officer training; and whether or not the military possesses an independent
doctrinal assessment mechanism.
Through careful study of the British, French, and German
experiences in the First World War, Dying to Learn provides a
model that shows how a resolute focus on analysis, command,
and training can help prepare modern militaries for adapting
amidst high-intensity warfare in an age of revolutionary technological change.

"Dying to Learn is a major contribution to the
field, providing fresh insight into the important question of how military organizations
learn in wartime."‚—Thomas G. Mahnken,
Johns Hopkins University, author of Technology and the American Way of War since 1945

Michael A. Hunzeker is Hunzeker is Assistant Professor in
George Mason University's Schar School of Policy and Government. Follow him on Twitter @michaelhunzeker.
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War and Genocide in South Sudan
Clémence Pinaud

Using more than a decade's worth of fieldwork in South Sudan,
Clémence Pinaud here explores the relationship between
predatory wealth accumulation, state formation, and a form
of racism—extreme ethnic group entitlement—that has the
potential to result in genocide.
War and Genocide in South Sudan traces the rise of a predatory state during civil war in southern Sudan and its transformation into a violent Dinka ethnocracy after the region's formal
independence. That new state, Pinaud argues, waged genocide
against non-Dinka civilians in 2013-2017.
During a civil war that wrecked the region between 1983
and 2005, the predominantly Dinka Sudan People's Liberation
Army (SPLA) practiced ethnically exclusive and predatory wealth
accumulation. Its actions fostered extreme group entitlement
and profoundly shaped the rebel state. Ethnic group entitlement
eventually grew into an ideology of ethnic supremacy.
After that war ended, the semi-autonomous state turned into
a violent and predatory ethnocracy—a process accelerated by independence in 2011. The rise of exclusionary nationalism, a new
security landscape, and inter-ethnic political competition contributed to the start of a new round of civil war in 2013, in which
the recently founded state unleashed violence against nearly all
non-Dinka ethnic groups. Pinaud investigates three campaigns
waged by the South Sudan government in 2013–2017 and concludes they were genocidal—they sought to destroy non-Dinka
target groups. She demonstrates how the perpetrators' sense of
group entitlement culminated in land-grabs that amounted to
a genocidal conquest echoing the imperialist origins of modern
genocides.

"War and Genocide in South Sudan is a deeply
researched, rich and fascinating book about
a troubling subject, and makes significant
contributions to the field."—Will Reno,
Northwestern University, author of Warlord
Politics and African States
"Pinaud does an excellent job at documenting the violence on South Sudan and casting
such a critical eye on the SPLA, especially
from the ground up. War and Genocide in
South Sudan is full of original and unique
material that is powerful and compelling."—
Scott Straus, University of Wisconsin, Madison, author of Making and Unmaking Nations

Thanks to generous funding from TOME, the ebook editions
of this book are available as Open Access volumes from Cornell
Open (cornellopen.org) and other repositories.
Clémence Pinaud is Assistant Professor at Indiana University.
Follow her on Twitter @ClemencePinaud.
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The Myth of the Nuclear Revolution
Power Politics in the Atomic Age
Keir A. Lieber And Daryl G. Press

Leading analysts have predicted for decades that nuclear weapons would help pacify international politics. The core notion is
that countries protected by these fearsome weapons can stop
competing so intensely with their adversaries: they can end
their arms races, scale back their alliances, and stop jockeying
for strategic territory. But rarely have theory and practice been
so opposed. Why do international relations in the nuclear age
remain so competitive? Indeed, why are today's major geopolitical rivalries intensifying?
In The Myth of the Nuclear Revolution, Keir A. Lieber and
Daryl G. Press tackle the central puzzle of the nuclear age: the
persistence of intense geopolitical competition in the shadow
of nuclear weapons. They explain why the Cold War superpowers raced so feverishly against each other; why the creation of
"mutual assured destruction" does not ensure peace; and why
the rapid technological changes of the 21st century will weaken
deterrence in critical hotspots around the world.
By explaining how the nuclear revolution falls short, Lieber
and Press discover answers to the most pressing questions
about deterrence in the coming decades: how much capability
is required for a reliable nuclear deterrent, how conventional
conflicts may become nuclear wars, and how great care is required now to prevent new technology from ushering in an age
of nuclear instability.
Keir A. Lieber is Director of the Center for Security Studies
and Security Studies Program and Associate Professor in the
Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service and Department
of Government at Georgetown University. He is the author of
War and the Engineers.
Daryl G. Press is Associate Professor in the Department of
Government at Dartmouth College. He is the author of Calculating Credibility.
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"This is the most important book written
about nuclear strategy since the Cold War.
Lieber and Press offer a powerful and compelling challenge to the widely held belief
that nuclear weapons have revolutionized
world politics. It is a must read for students
of international security."—John J. Mearsheimer, University of Chicago, author of
The Great Delusion
"Albert Einstein famously quipped that the
atomic bomb 'has changed everything
except our way of thinking.' Seven decades
later, Lieber and Press invite us to consider
how little has changed in the behavior of
states. With fresh and compelling analysis,
they argue that the persistence of strategic
competition among states armed with the
ultimate means of self defense calls into
question the purported nuclear revolution
in world politics."—Brad Roberts, Former
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
"Deterring nuclear attack and coercion
remains our top defense priority; but
deterrence credibility demands updated
concepts, tailored strategies, and integrated application of all instruments of national
power. Lieber and Press's thoughtful analysis challenges us to reconsider the historic
assumptions at the heart of this credibility."—
General Bob Kehler, USAF (ret)—former
commander, US Strategic Command
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Violating Peace
Sex, Aid, and Peacekeeping
Jasmine-Kim Westendorf
WINNER OF THE OCEANA BOOK PRIZE FOR INTERNATIONAL
STUDIES

Jasmine-Kim Westendorf's discomforting book investigates
sexual misconduct by military peacekeepers and abuses perpetrated by civilian peacekeepers and non-UN civilian interveners.
Based on extensive field research in Bosnia, Timor-Leste, and
with the UN and humanitarian communities, Violating Peace
uncovers a brutal truth about peacebuilding as Westendorf
investigates how such behaviors affect the capacity of the international community to achieve its goals related to stability
and peacebuilding, and its legitimacy in the eyes of local and
global populations.
As Violating Peace shows, when interveners perpetrate sexual
exploitation and abuse, they undermine the operational capacity
of the international community to effectively build peace after
civil wars and to alleviate human suffering in crises. Furthermore, sexual misconduct by interveners poses a significant risk
to the perceived legitimacy of the multilateral peacekeeping
project, and the UN more generally, with ramifications for the
nature and dynamics of UN in future peace operations.
Westendorf illustrates how sexual exploitation and abuse
relates to other challenges facing UN peacekeeping, and shows
how such misconduct is deeply linked to the broader cultures
and structures within which peacekeepers work, and which
shape their perceptions of and interactions with local communities. Effectively preventing such behaviors is crucial to global
peace, order, and justice. Violating Peace thus identifies how
policies might be improved in the future, based on an account
of why they have failed to date.
Jasmine-Kim Westendorf is Senior Lecturer in International
Relations at La Trobe University, Australia, and a Research Associate at the Developmental Leadership Program. She is author of
Why Peace Processes Fail. Follow her on Twitter @jasminekimw.

"Violating Peace is a richly detailed and fascinating read full of hard truths about the
nature of peacekeeping and peacebuilding.
An absolute must-read for scholars, practitioners and policymakers, this book will be
central to debates about sexual exploitation
and abuse—and how to prevent it—for years
to come."—Dara Kay Cohen, Harvard Kennedy School, author of Rape During Civil
War
"Westendorf tackles an important subject
in the world of peace operations and has
managed to identify a missing angle in the
growing literature about sexual exploitation and abuse. Her insightful book makes
an important intellectual and practical
contribution."—Paul D. Williams, George
Washington University, author of Fighting
for Peace in Somalia
"A UN Secretary-General defines sexual
exploitation and abuse by peacekeepers as
'a cancer on our system.' Westendorf probes
further—Has it spread? Is it fatal?—and offers
a holistic treatment plan to encourage and
inspire all who believe that UN peacekeeping is well worth saving."—Paula Donovan,
Code Blue Campaign
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When There Was No Aid
War and Peace in Somaliland
Sar ah G. Phillips
WINNER OF THE CRISP PRIZE

For all of the doubts raised about the effectiveness of international aid in advancing peace and development, there are few
examples of developing countries that are even relatively untouched by it. Sarah G. Phillips's When There Was No Aid offers
us one such example.
Using evidence from Somaliland's experience of peace-building, When There Was No Aid challenges two of the most engrained presumptions about violence and poverty in the global
South. First, that intervention by actors in the global North is
self-evidently useful in ending them, and second that the quality of a country's governance institutions (whether formal or
informal) necessarily determines the level of peace and civil
order that the country experiences.
Phillips explores how popular discourses about war, peace,
and international intervention structure the conditions of possibility to such a degree that even the inability of institutions
to provide reliable security can stabilize a prolonged period
of peace. She argues that Somaliland's post-conf lict peace is
grounded less in the constraining power of its institutions than
in a powerful discourse about the country's structural, temporal,
and physical proximity to war. Through its sensitivity to the
ease with which peace gives way to war, Phillips argues, this
discourse has indirectly harnessed an apparent propensity to
war as a source of order.
Sar ah G. Phillips is Associate Professor in the Department
of Government and International Relations at the University of
Sydney. Follow her on Twitter @DrSarahPhillips.

"This remarkable study of a non-state upends
dominant scholarly and policy discourses
about statehood, conflict, peace, development, and international interventions.
Phillips skillfully engages the relevant
literature and methodological issues, and
employs a creative multimethod approach to
capture both the uniqueness of Somaliland
and its value for comparative analysis and
political theory. This is an excellent volume
for college and larger public libraries, and for
collections supporting programs in international affairs, as well as for Africana, peace,
development, and security studies."—Choice
"Phillips's nuanced and provocative study is
the most compelling account yet of Somaliland's recent history."—Foreign Affairs
"When There Was No Aid is the result of
extensive fieldwork.... Phillips has drawn on
impressive empirical research to produce
a compelling account of Somaliland's path
to peace. While it is evidently written with
an academic audience in mind, this book
is lively and accessible."—Times Literary
Supplement
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Crippling Leviathan
How Foreign Subversion Weakens the State
Melissa M. Lee

Policymakers worry that "ungoverned spaces" pose dangers to
security and development. Why do such spaces exist beyond the
authority of the state? Earlier scholarship—which addressed
this question with a list of domestic failures—overlooked the
crucial role that international politics play. In this shrewd book,
Melissa M. Lee argues that foreign subversion undermines state
authority and promotes ungoverned space. Enemy governments
empower insurgents to destabilize the state and create ungoverned territory. This kind of foreign subversion is a powerful
instrument of modern statecraft. But though subversion is less
visible and less costly than conventional force, it has insidious
effects on governance in the target state.
To demonstrate the harmful consequences of foreign subversion for state authority, Crippling Leviathan marshals a wealth of
evidence and presents in-depth studies of Russia's relations with
the post-Soviet states, Malaysian subversion of the Philippines
in the 1970s, and Thai subversion of Vietnamese-occupied Cambodia in the 1980s. The evidence presented by Lee is persuasive:
foreign subversion weakens the state.
She challenges the conventional wisdom on statebuilding,
which has long held that conf lict promotes the development of
strong, territorially consolidated states. Lee argues instead that
conf lictual international politics prevents state development
and degrades state authority. In addition, Crippling Leviathan
illuminates the use of subversion as an underappreciated and
important feature of modern statecraft. Rather than resort to
war, states resort to subversion. Policymakers interested in ameliorating the consequences of ungoverned space must recognize
the international roots that sustain weak statehood.
Melissa M. Lee is Assistant Professor of Political and International Affairs at Princeton University. Visit melissamlee.com
for more information.
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"Lee has written nothing short of a cornerstone book for any international relations
or comparative politics scholar."—Security
Studies Quarterly
"Lee's pathbreaking book provides the
best study yet of how ungoverned spaces
have become important in international
conflict."—Foreign Affairs
"Melissa Lee's superb new book challenges
both the conventional wisdom and the
qualification to identify an overlooked way
in which conflictual relations between two
states since 1960 have served to weaken,
rather than strengthen, one of the disputants."—Perspective on Politics
"Lee has written a revolutionary book, one
that changes our way of thinking about nation states and "stateless." In addition to its
importance for IR scholars, it is invaluable
for policy makers dealing with failed or failing states. I wish I had it in Afghanistan and
Iraq."—Ryan Crocker, Former Ambassador
to Afghanistan, Iraq, Pakistan, Syria, Kuwait
and Lebanon
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State Authority and the 2020 Census
Melissa M. Lee

T

he business of government never ceases—even
in the middle of a global pandemic. Americans
sheltering at home are likely encountering advertisements about a seemingly mundane government exercise: the 2020 census. The advertisements emphasize
that responding to the census ensures that communities
get fair representation in Congress and their share of
federal tax dollars.
The census is one of the oldest ways that the state
gathers data about its population. Collecting and producing data is a core state activity: in fact, the word “statistic” derives from the Latin word for “state.” Accurate
information for planning, monitoring, and enforcement
across a wide variety of domains of state activity.
Statistics are the way states see and understand their
population. But many countries in the developing world
have informational blind spots that manifest as gaps or
inaccuracies in their data. Researchers and economic
planners regard these statistical problems as hurdles
to overcome. My book, Crippling Leviathan, embraces
them as an opportunity.
Crippling Leviathan is about the problem of “ungoverned” space, pockets of territory where state authority
is contested or absent. One challenge that has bedeviled the scholarship on ungoverned space is measuring
the variation in state presence—determining where the
state does and does not govern its territory. National
data provide an incomplete picture; they tell us which
states have state authority deficiencies but not where
within states those deficiencies are. Subnational data
have started to fill in the story, but are often missing precisely because state authority is low.
Crippling Leviathan treats the data problem as a feature rather than a bug. The core insight is that absent or
inaccurate information is information. That is, the ability
to collect accurate information about the population
tells us something about where and to what degree the
state exercises authority.
The census is an excellent example. Unlike the United States, where individuals can respond to the census
online, by phone, or by mail, many developing countries
conduct censuses via household interviews. For these
states, the census is a massive exercise in state power:
it requires administrative capacity as well as a significant
mobilization of labor. States that cannot conduct censuses are unlikely to be doing much else effectively.

The goal of the census is to generate accurate information. In the case of age data, there are two sources of
inaccuracy that are intimately related to state authority—which therefore makes census accuracy a useful way
to assess state presence.
The first source is interviewer error, which occurs
when interviewers shirk their duties. They are more likely
to do so when confronting unsafe conditions related to
state authority gaps: physical insecurity or inadequate
infrastructure. Because interviewers cannot turn in empty forms, they make up data. The second source of error
is respondent error, which occurs when respondents do
not know their precise ages. Knowledge of one’s age
in precise quantitative terms is only relevant in societies where the state has given meaning to age through
regulation. Individuals pressed for an answer on the age
question will give their best guess.
In both cases, individuals do not provide random
numbers—even when they attempt to be random.
Rather, they tend to favor certain terminal digits, such
as numbers ending in 0 or 5. This tendency appears in
aggregated data as an excess of ages in ending in 0s
and 5s, far more than one would expect in a natural population. The data are clearly inaccurate. But inaccurate
does not mean useless.
Crippling Leviathan uses this insight to study the
topic of ungoverned space in ways that had not previously been possible. The book leverages a quantitative
indicator of age accuracy to show where state authority
is weak or absent. It then deploys that indicator in statistical analyses that test the book’s primary argument
about the causes of ungoverned space. The evidence
is powerful and persuasive: foreign subversion weakens
the state.

BEHIND THE BOOK

The Oil Wars Myth
and International Conflict
Emily Meierding

T

he COVID-19 pandemic caused global oil consumption to fall by almost 30 million barrels per
day, from its previous high of 100 million barrels.
Oil demand is not expected to fully recover by the end
of 2020. Some analysts predict that it will never return to
pre-pandemic levels. In that case, the world will experience a permanent oil glut. There are many advantages
to cheap, abundant oil. Is one of them the end of international oil wars?
If oil is plentiful and not very valuable, why would
countries fight over it? Surely, the oil glut will reduce the
frequency of international conflicts.
My book, The Oil Wars Myth, challenges this assumption by revealing that so-called oil wars were never
about oil to begin with. Over the course of almost a century (1912–2010), countries launched no major conflicts
in order to grab petroleum resources. Many of the historical conflicts that are commonly identified as oil wars,
including World War II, the Iran–Iraq War, Iraq’s invasion
of Kuwait, and the Chaco War between Bolivia and Paraguay, were actually fought for other reasons.
The Oil Wars Myth argues that countries avoid fighting for oil because of the costs associated with these
conflicts. Leaders that are contemplating international
oil grabs face the prospect of costly foreign invasions,
territorial occupation, international retaliation, and investor approbation. As a result, the benefits of seizing
foreign oil are far lower than most people imagine. It
is not worth prosecuting major international conflicts,
merely to seize oil resources.
My book finds that, rather than prosecuting “classic
oil wars,” states engage in four types of militarized conflicts in oil-endowed territories: red herrings, oil spats, oil
campaigns, and oil gambits. In red herrings, states fight
in areas with oil, but for other reasons, such as hegemonic aspirations, domestic politics, national pride, and contested territories’ other strategic and economic assets. In
oil spats and oil campaigns, states are motivated by oil
ambitions. However, oil spats are minor confrontations
and oil campaigns occur in the midst of ongoing international wars that were started for other reasons. Finally,
in the unique historical oil gambit—the only conflict that
might be labeled a classic oil war—the aggressor targeted foreign oil in order to achieve a broader, political aim.
The Oil Wars Myth explores each of the four types of
conflict using historical case studies. It presents two red
BEHIND THE BOOK

herrings: the Chaco and Iran–Iraq wars. The featured oil
spat occurred between Argentina and the United Kingdom, in the states’ Falkland/Malvinas Islands dispute.
The oil campaigns are from World War II. The sole oil
gambit is Iraq’s 1990 invasion of Kuwait. I also examine
the United States’ 2003 invasion of Iraq, showing that it
was not a classic oil war.
If classic oil wars never actually occur, why is the belief
in these conflicts so widespread? My book observes that
classic oil wars exist at the intersection of two dominant
narratives about the causes of violent conflict: the “Mad
Max Myth,” which claims that people fight because of
resource scarcity and existential need, and the “El Dorado Myth,” which claims that people fight because of
greed. I show that each of these narratives has persisted
for centuries. Because we believe in them, we believe in
classic oil wars.
hat do my findings mean, in the midst of a global oil
glut? Unfortunately, cheap, abundant oil will not reduce
the frequency of international conflicts. States will continue to refrain from fighting for oil resources—as they
always have. However, they will also continue to fight for
other reasons.

The Oil Wars Myth
Petroleum and the Causes of International
Conflict
Emily Meierding

Do countries fight wars for oil? Given the resource's exceptional
military and economic importance, most people assume that
states will do anything to obtain it. Challenging this conventional wisdom, The Oil Wars Myth reveals that countries do not
launch major conf licts to acquire petroleum resources. Emily
Meierding argues that the costs of foreign invasion, territorial
occupation, international retaliation, and damage to oil company
relations deter even the most powerful countries from initiating "classic oil wars." Examining a century of interstate violence,
she demonstrates that, at most, countries have engaged in mild
sparring to advance their petroleum ambitions.
The Oil Wars Myth elaborates on these findings by reassessing the presumed oil motives for many of the twentieth century's
most prominent international conflicts: World War II, the two
American Gulf wars, the Iran–Iraq War, the Falklands/Malvinas
War, and the Chaco War. These case studies show that countries
have consistently refrained from fighting for oil. Meierding also
explains why oil war assumptions are so common, despite the
lack of supporting evidence. Since classic oil wars exist at the
intersection of need and greed—two popular explanations for
resource grabs—they are unusually easy to believe in.
The Oil Wars Myth will engage and inform anyone interested
in oil, war, and the narratives that connect them.
Emily Meierding is Assistant Professor at the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California.

"Emily Meierding provides a much-needed
critique of the concept of 'oil wars,' debunking simplistic assertions over oil-motivated
wars to expose some of the underlying
causes of warfare in oil producing countries."—Philippe Le Billon, University of
British Columbia, author of Wars of Plunder
"The Oil Wars Myth is a welcome and
thoughtful corrective to a long-standing
and largely unquestioned assumption about
'classic oil wars.' Emily Meierding convincingly unravels this assumption using a structured
comparison of conflicts reflecting the best
of qualitative security studies—theoretically
ambitious and carefully detailed. This book
is an exciting new contribution to the study
of resources and war."—Benjamin Smith,
University of Florida, author of Hard Times
in the Land of Plenty
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Information Technology and
Military Power
Jon R. Lindsay

Militaries with state-of-the-art information technology sometimes bog down in confusing conf licts. To understand why, it
is important to understand the micro-foundations of military
power in the information age, and this is exactly what Jon R.
Lindsay's Information Technology and Military Power gives us. As
Lindsay shows, digital systems now mediate almost every effort
to gather, store, display, analyze, and communicate information
in military organizations. He highlights how personnel now
struggle with their own information systems as much as with
the enemy.
Throughout this foray into networked technology in military
operations, we see how information practice—the ways in which
practitioners use technology in actual operations—shapes the effectiveness of military performance. The quality of information
practice depends on the interaction between strategic problems
and organizational solutions. Information Technology and Military Power explores information practice through a series of
detailed historical cases and ethnographic studies of military
organizations at war. Lindsay explains why the US military, despite all its technological advantages, has struggled for so long in
unconventional conflicts against weaker adversaries. This same
perspective suggests that the US retains important advantages
against advanced competitors like China that are less prepared
to cope with the complexity of information systems in wartime.
Lindsay argues convincingly that a better understanding of
how personnel actually use technology can inform the design
of command and control, improve the net assessment of military
power, and promote reforms to improve military performance.
Warfighting problems and technical solutions keep on changing,
but information practice is always stuck in between.
Jon R. Lindsay is Assistant Professor of Digital Media and
Global Affairs at the Munk School of Global Affairs and Public
Policy and the Department of Political Science at the University
of Toronto. He is the co-editor of Cross-Domain Deterrence and
China and Cybersecurity. He has served in the US Navy with
assignments in Europe, Latin America, and the Middle East.
Follow him on Twitter @jonrlindsay.

"This is an important book. Jon Lindsay
exposes the conceit that advances in information technology will make future war
easy, fast, cheap, and efficient. Information
Technology and Military Power arrives just
in time as some in the defense community,
enamored with the promise of emerging
technologies such as those associated with
artificial intelligence, are considering neither human nor psychological complexities
associated with the application of those
technologies to war.."—H.R. McMaster,
former National Security Advisor, author
of Dereliction of Duty
"This is a deeply researched book that covers
a tremendous amount of empirical terrain.
Lindsay tackles an increasingly important
set of issues—namely, information and technology, and their effects on fog and friction
in war—that have far reaching implications
in times of peace as well as war."—Kelly M.
Greenhill, Tufts and Harvard Universities,
author of Weapons of Mass Migration
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depicted as having led a virtuous life before dying a violent death. A vioent demise, especially at one’s own hands, was un-Confucian, but necessary
nd desirable in the age of revolution. Preserving social and familial norms
compensated for the unfilial act of seeking death. The Nationalst compensation law assured the revolutionary martyr that his widow would
emain chaste, that his parents would be provided for until death, and that his
eir would pursue an education and prolong the lineage. For those without a
amily, the state promised them an afterlife in local shrines where their spirs would receive proper sacrifices. By doing so, the revolutionary
alliance, the nationalist party, and the Nationalist government
persuaded countless young men and women to join its National Revolution—
fighting against foreign imperialism and domestic woes and building China.
Although the possiBility of Becoming a confucian scholar-Bureaucrat was out of reach for the vast majority of the population, joining
he revolutionary cause was possible for many men and even women. The intitutional capacity to manage the dead—to narrativize and memorialize unprecedented mass destruction and to promise relief for the grieving living—
was critical to the formation of the modern nation-state in China. The War
of Resistance against the Japanese Army developed and intensified the idea
of China as a nation. Offering sacrifice to the dead and compensating the
bereaved contributed to this development. In the ritualized space of county
Loyal Sacrifice Shrines on national commemoration days, thedeparted yet
present, the lifeless but potent, and the rigid but moldable wereconjured as
ncestral citizens of the new nation-state, lending legitimacy to the weak cenral government. The presence of loyal martyrs’ shrines in many
ocalities and the public sacrifices to a recognized group of the dead at
egular intervals in the 1930s and 1940s allowed the living to imagine being
part of a collective. Periodic collective mourning helped enable the imagiation of China as a coherent community. In the first half of the twentieth
entury, when the fragmented reality of china undermined the
geographical imagining of the national community, historical imagining
based on memorializing past generations was ever more necessary. The new
C O R N E L L P R E S S .C O R N E L L . E D U
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Regular Soldiers, Irregular War
Violence and Restraint in the Second Intifada
Devor ah S. Manekin

What explains differences in soldier participation in violence
during irregular war? How do ordinary men become professional wielders of force, and when does this transformation falter
or fail? Regular Soldiers, Irregular War presents a theoretical
framework for understanding the various forms of behavior in
which soldiers engage during counterinsurgency campaigns—
compliance and shirking, abuse and restraint, as well as the
creation of new violent practices.
Through an in-depth study of the Israeli Defense Forces'
repression of the Second Palestinian Intifada of 2000–2005,
including in-depth interviews with and a survey of former combatants, Devorah Manekin examines how soldiers come both to
unleash and to curb violence against civilians in a counterinsurgency campaign. Manekin argues that variation in soldiers'
behavior is best explained by the effectiveness of the control
mechanisms put in place to ensure combatant violence reflects
the strategies and preferences of military elites, primarily at
the small-unit level.
Furthermore, she develops and analyzes soldier participation
in three categories of violence: strategic violence authorized by
military elites; opportunistic or unauthorized violence; and
"entrepreneurial violence"—violence initiated from below to advance organizational aims when leaders are ambiguous about
what will best serve those aims. By going inside military field
units and exploring their patterns of command and control, Regular Soldiers, Irregular War, sheds new light on the dynamics of
violence and restraint in counterinsurgency.
Devor ah S. Manekin is Assistant Professor in the International Relations Department at the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem.

"This is a well-written, notable contribution to military sociology and security
studies."—Choice
"Regular Soldiers, Irregular War is a treasure
trove of oral history of the second intifada,
supporting an original and intriguing theoretical framework through which we can
better understand soldiers' acts of violence.
Manekin uses the interviews and survey
masterfully to create a well-integrated and
compelling read."—Boaz Atzili, American
University, author of Triadic Coercion
"In this carefully argued book, Devorah
Manekin takes us inside Israeli combat units
and provides a rare, compelling account of
soldier-level decisions to use, or refrain from,
violence. Theoretically sophisticated and
analytically nuanced, this book highlights
micro-level variation within armies and
brings agency and organizational dynamics into the study of counterinsurgency. An
outstanding contribution to the burgeoning
study of political violence."—Scott Straus,
University of Wisconsin, Madison, author
of The Order of Genocide

$39.95 hardcover | $25.99 ebook
264 pages, 6 x 9, 1 b&w line drawing, 1 map, 3 charts
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The Consequences of Humiliation
Anger and Status in World Politics
Joslyn Barnhart

The Consequences of Humiliation explores the nature of national
humiliation and its impact on foreign policy. Joslyn Barnhart
demonstrates that Germany's catastrophic reaction to humiliation at the end of World War I is part of a broader pattern: states
that experience humiliating events are more likely to engage in
international aggression aimed at restoring the state's image in
its own eyes and in the eyes of others.
Barnhart shows that these states also pursue conquest, intervene in the affairs of other states, engage in diplomatic hostility
and verbal discord, and pursue advanced weaponry and other
symbols of national resurgence at higher rates than non-humiliated states in similar foreign policy contexts. Her examination
of how national humiliation functions at the individual level
explores leaders' domestic incentives to evoke a sense of national
humiliation. As a result of humiliation on this level, the effects
may persist for decades, if not centuries, following the original
humiliating event.
Joslyn Barnhart is Assistant Professor of Government at
Wesleyan University.

"The Consequences of Humiliation is a
marvelous book. It addresses an important
but understudied topic, moving forward a
burgeoning literature on status and emotional impulses behind foreign topic, moving
forward a burgeoning literature on status
and emotional impulses behind foreign policy."—Brian Rathbun, University of Southern
California, author of Reasoning of State
"Joslyn Barnhart musters an impressive array
of empirical data that unpacks the concepts
of status, shame, and humiliation in great
power politics."—Alex Weisiger, University
of Pennsylvania, author of Logics of War

$47.95 hardcover | $31.99 ebook
270 pages, 6 x 9, 6 b&w line drawings, 14 charts
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Why Containment Works
Power, Proliferation, and Preventive War
Wall ace J. Thies

Why Containment Works examines the conduct of American
foreign policy during and after the Cold War through the lens
of applied policy analysis. Wallace J. Thies argues that the Bush
Doctrine after 2002 was a theory of victory—a coherent strategic
view that tells a state how best to transform scarce resources
into useful military assets, and how to employ those assets in
conf licts. He contrasts prescriptions derived from the Bush
Doctrine with an alternative theory of victory, one based on
containment and deterrence, which US presidents employed for
much of the Cold War period. There are, he suggests, multiple
reasons for believing that containment was working well against
Saddam Hussein's Iraq after the first Gulf War and that there
was no need to invade Iraq in 2003.
Thies reexamines five cases of containment drawn from the
Cold War and the post-Cold War world. Each example, Thies
suggests, offered US officials a choice between reliance on traditional notions of containment and reliance on a more forceful
approach. To what extent did reliance on rival theories of victory—containment versus first strike—contribute to a successful
outcome? Might these cases have been resolved more quickly,
at lower cost, and more favorably to American interests if US
officials had chosen a different mix of the coercive and deterrent
tools available to them? Thies suggests that the conventional
wisdom about containment was often wrong: a superpower like
the United States has such vast resources at its disposal that it
could easily thwart Libya, Iraq, and Iran by means other than
open war.

"Should the US seek to contain aggressive
adversaries, or wage preventive war to
remove their threat? Thies explores recent
history to assess these fateful options. His
treatment is judicious and compelling. This
is required reading for students of US foreign policy and grand strategy."—Stephen
Van Evera, MIT

Wall ace J. Thies is Professor Emeritus of Political Science
at Catholic University of America. He is author of Why NATO
Endures, When Governments Collide, and Friendly Rivals.
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Bestseller

OPEN ACCESS

Empire’s Labor
The Global Army That Supports US Wars
Adam Moore
WINNER OF THE GLOBE BOOK AWARD FOR PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING OF GEOGRAPHY

In a dramatic unveiling of the little-known world of contracted
military logistics, Adam Moore examines the lives of the global
army of laborers who support US overseas wars. Empire's Labor
brings us the experience of the hundreds of thousands of men
and women who perform jobs such as truck drivers and administrative assistants at bases located in warzones in the Middle
East and Africa. He highlights the changes the US military has
undergone since the Vietnam War, when the ratio of contractors to uniformed personnel was roughly 1:6. In Afghanistan
it has been as high as 4:1. This growth in logistics contracting
represents a fundamental change in how the US fights wars,
with the military now dependent on a huge pool of contractors
recruited from around the world. It also, Moore demonstrates,
has social, economic, and political implications that extend well
beyond the battlefields.
Focusing on workers from the Philippines and Bosnia, two
major sources of "third country national" (TCN) military labor,
Moore explains the rise of large-scale logistics outsourcing since
the end of the Cold War; describes the networks, infrastructures, and practices that span the spaces through which people,
information, and goods circulate; and reveals the experiences
of foreign workers, from the hidden dynamics of labor activism
on bases, to the economic and social impacts these jobs have on
their families and the communities they hail from. Through
his extensive fieldwork and interviews, Moore gives voice to the
agency and aspirations of the many thousands of foreigners who
labor for the US military.
Thanks to generous funding from UCLA and its participation in
TOME (Toward an Open Monograph Ecosystem), the ebook editions
of this book are available as Open Access volumes from Cornell Open
(cornellopen.org) and other repositories.
Adam Moore is Associate Professor in the Department of
Geography at the University of California, Los Angeles. He is
author of Peacebuilding in Practice. Follow him on Twitter @
Conf lictGeo.

$19.95 paperback | free ebook
264 pages, 6 x 9, 3 b&w halftones, 6 maps, 3 charts

"Adam Moore has undertaken detailed
research, including interviews with workers,
to explore the labor force buttressing the US
military. He traces patterns of recruitment,
finds evidence of exploitative and discriminatory labor practices, and explores how the
military's recruitment of legions of workers
affects their countries of origin."—Foreign
Affairs
"Empire's Labor inverts the story commonly
told about private military companies
in the 21st century. The book presents a
provocative argument that is supported by
original research including interviews with
the people who fill these jobs and analysis of
contracts and other relevant documents. It
is a worthwhile read for anyone interested in
the transnational market for force that relies
upon an additional private market."—ILR
Review
"Empire's Labor is a beautifully written, essential book exposing the labor and labor
exploitation underpinning the military
industrial complex, US empire, and the corporations fueling permanent war."—David
Vine, Professor of Anthropology, American
University, author of Base Nation
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The Day After
Why America Wins the War but Loses the
Peace
Brendan R. Gall agher

Since 9/11, why have we won smashing battlefield victories only
to botch nearly everything that comes next? In the opening
phases of war in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Libya, we mopped the
floor with our enemies. But in short order, things went horribly
wrong.
We soon discovered we had no coherent plan to manage
the "day after." The ensuing debacles had truly staggering consequences—many thousands of lives lost, trillions of dollars
squandered, and the apparent discrediting of our foreign policy
establishment. This helped set the stage for an extraordinary
historical moment in which America's role in the world, along
with our commitment to democracy at home and abroad, have
become subject to growing doubt. With the benefit of hindsight,
can we discern what went wrong? Why have we had such great
difficulty planning for the aftermath of war?
In The Day After, Brendan Gallagher—an Army lieutenant
colonel with multiple combat tours to Iraq and Afghanistan, and
a Princeton Ph.D.—seeks to tackle this vital question. Gallagher argues there is a tension between our desire to create a
new democracy and our competing desire to pull out as soon
as possible. Our leaders often strive to accomplish both to keep
everyone happy. But by avoiding the tough underlying decisions,
it fosters an incoherent strategy. This makes chaos more likely.
The Day After draws on new interviews with dozens of civilian and military officials, ranging from US cabinet secretaries
to four-star generals. It also sheds light on how, in Kosovo, we
lowered our postwar aims to quietly achieve a surprising partial
success. Striking at the heart of what went wrong in our recent
wars, and what we should do about it, Gallagher asks whether
we will learn from our mistakes, or provoke even more disasters?
Human lives, money, elections, and America's place in the world
may hinge on the answer.
Brendan R. Gall agher is a US Army lieutenant colonel in
the infantry who has completed seven tours to Iraq and Afghanistan, including multiple deployments with the 75th Ranger
Regiment. He received the General George C. Marshall award
as the top US graduate at the Army Command and General Staff
College, and is currently a battalion commander. He holds a PhD
in public and international affairs from Princeton.

$32.95 hardcover | $15.99 ebook
320 pages, 6 x 9
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"Brendan Gallagher is well placed to
write this policy-focused volume, which
blends personal experience and academic reflection based on interviews with
decision-makers."—Choice
"Leaders at all levels have something to gain
from The Day After as we enter an increasingly unstable world."—Proceedings
"The Day After is a searing indictment of
American strategic incompetence—a tale
of a musclebound giant repeatedly unable
to transform military victory into durable
political success. Through painstaking case
studies of recent interventions, Brendan R.
Gallagher shows that the main cause of the
problem is national leaders who simply refuse to confront tough choices or engage in
disciplined postwar planning. This book will
make you angry—and it should."—Gideon
Rose, author of How Wars End
"The Day After asks why America has so often
won the war but lost the peace that followed.
Brendan Gallagher's answers are correct and
timeless: Postwar is harder than war. Beware
of magical thinking. Learn from history. His
book is a good reference for heads of state,
scholars, and soldiers."—Lieutenant Colonel
John Nagl, US Army (Ret.), author of Knife
Fights
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Constructing Allied Cooperation
Diplomacy, Payments, and Power in
Multilateral Military Coalitions
Marina E. Henke
WINNER OF THE INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION SECTION
BOOK AWARD
WINNER OF THE DPLST BOOK PRIZE
WINNER OF THE JOSEPH S. LEPGOLD BOOK PRIZE

How do states overcome problems of collective action in the
face of human atrocities, terrorism and the threat of weapons
of mass destruction? How does international burden-sharing in
this context look like: between the rich and the poor; the big and
the small? These are the questions Marina E. Henke addresses in her new book Constructing Allied Cooperation. Through
qualitative and quantitative analysis of 80 multilateral military
coalitions, Henke demonstrates that coalitions do not emerge
naturally. Rather, pivotal states deliberately build them. They
develop operational plans and bargain suitable third parties into
the coalition, purposefully using their bilateral and multilateral
diplomatic connections—what Henke terms diplomatic embeddedness—as a resource. As Constructing Allied Cooperation shows,
these ties constitute an invaluable state capability to engage
others in collective action: they are tools to construct cooperation.
Pulling apart the strategy behind multilateral military coalition-building, Henke looks at the ramifications and side effects
as well. As she notes, via these ties, pivotal states have access to
private information on the deployment preferences of potential
coalition participants. Moreover, they facilitate issue-linkages
and side-payments and allow states to overcome problems of
credible commitments. Finally, pivotal states can use common
institutional contacts (IO officials) as cooperation brokers, and
they can convert common institutional venues into fora for negotiating coalitions.
The theory and evidence presented by Henke force us to
revisit the conventional wisdom on how cooperation in multilateral military operations comes about. The author generates
new insights with respect to who is most likely to join a given
multilateral intervention, what factors influence the strength
and capacity of individual coalitions, and what diplomacy and
diplomatic ties are good for. Moreover, as the Trump administration promotes an "America First" policy and withdraws from
international agreements and the United Kingdom completes
Brexit, Constructing Allied Cooperation is an important reminder

that international security cannot be
delinked from more mundane forms
of cooperation; multilateral military coalitions thrive or fail depending on the
breadth and depth of existing social and
diplomatic networks.
Marina E. Henke is Assistant Professor of International Relations and the
Co-Chair of the War & Society Working
Group at Northwestern University.
"The impressive study provides one of the
best efforts yet to understand how and
why states have built coalitions to pursue
military operations... Henke demonstrates
the importance of diplomacy and leadership
in building a successful coalition."—Foreign
Affairs
"If you wish to understand the inner workings of coalition creation, this is the book
for you. At a time when the Department
of State has been devalued, this book helps
to demonstrate exactly when maintaining a
deep and extensive diplomatic staff around
the globe is of keen US national security
interest."—H-Net

$47.95 hardcover | $31.99 ebook
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Resurrecting Nagasaki
Reconstruction and the Formation of Atomic
Narratives
Chad R. Diehl

In Resurrecting Nagasaki, Chad R. Diehl explores the genesis
of narratives surrounding the atomic bombing of August 9,
1945, by following the individuals and groups who contributed
to the shaping of Nagasaki City's postwar identity. Municipal
officials, survivor-activist groups, the Catholic community, and
American occupation officials all interpreted the destruction
and reconstruction of the city from different, sometimes disparate perspectives. Diehl's analysis reveals how these atomic
narratives shaped both the way Nagasaki rebuilt and the ways
in which popular discourse on the atomic bombings framed the
city's experience for decades.
Chad R. Diehl is Assistant Professor of History at the University of Virginia. Follow him on Twitter @ProfDiehlLoyola.

"Resurrecting Nagasaki deserves to be read
as a foundational work on the post-atomic
history of Nagasaki."—Pacific Historical
Review
"A nicely written monograph—also the first
in English, as it turns out—on Nagasaki the
bombed, Nagasaki the resurrected, and
Nagasaki the mirror image of its ghastly
twinned counterpart, Hiroshima."—Kirk
Center
"The book makes a significant contribution
to the understudied history of Nagasaki.
Resurrecting Nagasaki is an important book
for anyone who is interested in nuclear
history, US Japan relations, US public
diplomacy, and urban studies."—Japanese
Studies

STUDIES OF THE WEATHERHEAD EAST ASIAN INSTITUTE, COLUMBIA

"This deeply researched and beautifully
written study of how different constituencies
in Nagasaki responded to the bomb
substantially enriches our understanding of
the only other atomically bombed city in
history."—Lori Watt, Director of East Asian
Studies and Associate Professor of History
and of International Studies, Washington
University in St. Louis

UNIVERSITY
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Catching Up with Linh D. Vu

"I had to climb
a small hill to
the archives
building every
weekday."

What’s your favorite anecdote from your
research for this book?

How do you wish you could change the
field?

My favorite anecdote from my research
for the book is from the time I went
to Chongqing, the wartime capital of
China, to find archival sources on World
War II. Chongqing is very mountainous
and humid. I had to climb a small hill
to the archives building every weekday.
And once or twice I forgot my mosquito
repellent bottle, I had to leave early because the mosquitoes would devour me.

As I am a China historian, I selfishly
wish that Chinese (military) history
would be more widely read and discussed outside the field of Asian studies.

What do you wish you had known when
you started writing your book, that you
know now?
I wish I had known earlier that the frustration with writing a book was expected
and that eventually the book would be
finished.
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Governing the Dead
Martyrs, Memorials, and Necrocitizenship in
Modern China
Linh D. Vu

In Governing the Dead, Linh D. Vu explains how the Chinese
Nationalist regime consolidated control by honoring its millions of war dead, allowing China to emerge rapidly from the
wreckage of the first half of the twentieth century to become
a powerful state, supported by strong nationalistic sentiment
and institutional infrastructure.
The fall of the empire, internecine conf licts, foreign invasion, and war-related disasters claimed twenty to thirty million
Chinese lives. Vu draws on government records, newspapers,
and petition letters from mourning families to analyze how
the Nationalist regime's commemoration of the dead and compensation of the bereaved actually fortified its central authority.
By enshrining the victims of violence as national ancestors,
the Republic of China connected citizenship to the idea of the
nation, promoting loyalty to the "imagined community." The
regime constructed China's first public military cemetery and
hundreds of martyrs' shrines, collectively mourned millions
of fallen soldiers and civilians, and disbursed millions of yuan
to tens of thousands of widows and orphans. The regime thus
exerted control over the living by creating the state apparatus
necessary to manage the dead.
Although the Communist forces prevailed in 1949, the
Nationalists had already laid the foundation for the modern
nation-state through their governance of dead citizens. The Nationalist policies of glorifying and compensating the loyal dead
in an age of catastrophic destruction left an important legacy:
violence came to be celebrated rather than lamented.

"An impressive book, underpinned by very
rich archival work, that explores what it
meant to incorporate the martyred dead
into the common political body of the nation."—Rana Mitter , University of Oxford,
author of China's Good War
"Governing the Dead makes an essential
contribution not only to Chinese history,
but to the general history of war and commemoration. Chinese and military historians
alike must familiarize themselves with Linh D.
Vu's important work."—Edward A. McCord,
George Washington University, author of
Military Force and Elite Power in the Formation of Modern China

Linh D. Vu is Assistant Professor at Arizona State University's School of Historical, Philosophical and Religious Studies.
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Uneasy Military Encounters
The Imperial Politics of Counterinsurgency in
Southern Thailand
Ruth Streicher

Uneasy Military Encounters presents a historically and theoretically grounded political ethnography of the Thai military's
counterinsurgency practices in the southern borderland, home
to the greater part of the Malay-Muslim minority. Ruth Streicher argues that counterinsurgency practices mark the southern
population as the racialized, religious, and gendered other of the
Thai, which contributes to producing Thailand as an imperial
formation: a state formation based on essentialized difference
between the Thai and their others.
Through a genealogical approach, Uneasy Military Encounters
addresses broad conceptual questions of imperial politics in a
non-Western context: How can we understand imperial policing
in a country that was never colonized? How is "Islam" constructed in a state that is officially secular and promotes Buddhist tolerance? What are the (historical) dynamics of imperial patriarchy
in a context internationally known for its gender pluralism? The
resulting ethnography excavates the imperial politics of concrete
encounters between the military and the southern population
in the ongoing conflict in southern Thailand.
Ruth Streicher is a postdoctoral researcher at the University
of Heidelberg.

"Uneasy Military Encounters is a strong,
innovative, and valuable book. It offers
many important contributions to the study
of Thailand's southern insurgency. Streicher's arguments are persuasive and well
supported. She deftly conveys the complex—and often tragic—consequences of
this conflict."— Richard A. Ruth, US Naval
Academy, author of In Buddah's Company
"Ruth Streicher has provided an incredibly
rich ethnography, weaving together gender,
race, and military activities to expose different layers of Thai/Siamese imperialism.
Uneasy Military Encounters is an impressive
book that possessess exceptional merit."—
Michael Jerryson, Youngstown State, author
of Buddhist Fury
"In her sophisticated and refreshing book
Ruth Streicher shows how and why imperial Thailand governs the Deep South with
methods that perpetuate the conflict they
are intended to resolve. Counterinsurgency,
an unconventional form of war, mobilizes
Islam in positive terms in order to police the
population."— Craig J. Reynolds, Australian
National University
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The Saigon Sisters
Privileged Women in the Resistance
Patricia D. Norl and

The Saigon Sisters offers the narratives of a group of privileged
women who were immersed in a French lycée and later rebelled
and fought for independence, starting with France's occupation
of Vietnam and continuing through US involvement and life
after war ends in 1975.
Tracing the lives of nine women, The Saigon Sisters reveals
these women's stories as they forsook safety and comfort to
struggle for independence, and describes how they adapted
to life in the jungle, whether facing bombing raids, malaria,
deadly snakes, or other trials. How did they juggle double lives
working for the resistance in Saigon? How could they endure
having to rely on family members to raise their own children?
Why, after being sent to study abroad by anxious parents, did
several women choose to return to serve their country? How
could they bear open-ended separation from their husbands?
How did they cope with sending their children to villages to
escape the bombings of Hanoi? In spite of the maelstrom of
war, how did they forge careers? And how, in spite of dislocation
and distrust following the end of the war in 1975, did these
women find each other and rekindle their friendships? Patricia
D. Norland answers these questions and more in this powerful
and personal approach to history.
Patricia D. Norl and most recently worked as a public diplomacy officer within the US Department of State. She is the
translator of Beyond the Horizon and the author of Vietnam in
the Children of the World series.

"In recording the histories and putting
them to print, Patricia Norland succeeded
in capturing an important slice of history
and the very personal story of exemplary
women."—Foreign Service Journal
"To put it mildly, these stories are gripping."
—Green Left
"What makes this book so important is that
it takes us through the wars through the
Sister's eyes, or at least how they recalled
it in those conversations between 1988 and
2017 as Vietnam opened to the non-communist world. Each sister has a story to tell and
each of them is well worth reading. There is
a human touch to these souvenirs that will
leave no reader indifferent."—Christopher
Goscha, Université du Québec à Montréal
"The biographical sketches are introduced
with very precise and accurate historical
analysis. The nationalist puzzle is further
understood by Norland's remarkable portraits of supporting characters. This book
is destined to be a classic."—Ken Burns,
Filmmaker
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The Fascist Effect
Japan and Italy, 1915–1952
Reto Hofmann

In The Fascist Effect, Reto Hofmann uncovers the ideological
links that tied Japan to Italy, drawing on extensive materials
from Japanese and Italian archives to shed light on the formation of fascist history and practice in Japan and beyond. Moving
between personal experiences, diplomatic and cultural relations,
and geopolitical considerations, Hofmann shows that interwar
Japan found in fascism a resource to develop a new order at a
time of capitalist crisis.
Hofmann demonstrates that fascism in Japan was neither
a European import nor a domestic product; it was, rather, the
result of a complex process of global transmission and reformulation. Far from being a vague term, as postwar historiography
has so often claimed, for Japanese of all backgrounds who came
of age from the 1920s to the 1940s, fascism conjured up a set
of concrete associations, including nationalism, leadership, economics, and a drive toward empire and a new world order.
Reto Hofmann is Lecturer in Modern History at Monash
University.

"This book is an important addition to the
growing body of literature that examines fascism in a transnational context. The author
provides an insightful and highly original
exploration of the dialogue between Italian
Fascism and Japanese political and sociocultural debates of the period. Throughout
the work, Reco Hofmann does especially
well in highlighting the ambiguities and
contradictions in the debate over fascism's
applicability to Japan, in particular the
tensions between its nationalist and internationalist impulses."—The Historian
"Hofmann has produced a readable and
exceptionally sensible volume on the global
production of fascist ideology, which will
be of tremendous value for scholars who
teach comparative history... Hofmann’s
book opens the door to a debate truly worth
having in Japanese history circles."—Journal
of Japanese Studies
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UNIVERSITY
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The Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity
Sphere
When Total Empire Met Total War
Jeremy A. Yellen

In The Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, Jeremy Yellen
exposes the history, politics, and intrigue that characterized the
era when Japan's "total empire" met the total war of World War
II. He illuminates the ways in which the imperial center and
its individual colonies understood the concept of the Sphere,
offering two sometimes competing, sometimes complementary,
and always intertwined visions—one from Japan, the other from
Burma and the Philippines.
Yellen argues that, from 1940 to 1945, the Greater East Asia
Co-Prosperity Sphere epitomized two concurrent wars for Asia's
future: the first was for a new type of empire in Asia, and the
second was a political war, waged by nationalist elites in the
colonial capitals of Rangoon and Manila. Exploring Japanese
visions for international order in the face of an ever-changing
geopolitical situation, The Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere
explores wartime Japan's desire to shape and control its imperial
future while its colonies attempted to do the same. At Japan's
zenith as an imperial power, the Sphere represented a plan for
regional domination; by the end of the war, it had been recast
as the epitome of cooperative internationalism. In the end, the
Sphere could not survive wartime defeat, and Yellen's lucidly
written account reveals much about the desires of Japan as an
imperial and colonial power, as well as the ways in which the
subdued colonies in Burma and the Philippines jockeyed for
agency and a say in the future of the region.
Jeremy A. Yellen is Assistant Professor in the Department
of Japanese Studies at the Chinese University of Hong Kong.

"The Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity
Sphere offers a lucid, dynamic, and highly
readable history of Japan's attempt to usher
in a new order in Asia during World War
II."—Cross-Currents: East Asian History and
Culture Review
"Yellen's study is a welcome step toward a
fuller understanding of GEACPS led by
international scholars on a truly global
basis."—PACIFIC AFFAIRS
"The Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere
is in fact a truly timely addition to the historiography of modern Japan in general and
a fundamental contribution to the study of
the Japanese wartime experience."—The
Japan Society
"With his excellent command of Japanese
and use of rich Japanese sources, Yellen
reveals the ambivalence evident in Japan's
policy making and implementation of the
Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere."
—Southeast Asian Studies

STUDIES OF THE WEATHERHEAD EAST ASIAN INSTITUTE, COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY
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Helping Soldiers Heal
How the US Army Created a Learning Mental
Health Care System
Jayak anth Srinivasan And Christopher Ivany

Helping Soldiers Heal tells the story of the US Army's transformation from a disparate collection of poorly standardized,
largely disconnected clinics into one of the nation's leading
mental health care systems. It is a step-by-step guidebook for
military and civilian health care systems alike. Jayakanth Srinivasan and Christopher Ivany provide a unique insider-outsider
perspective as key participants in the process, sharing how they
confronted the challenges firsthand and helped craft and guide
the unfolding change.
The Army's system was being overwhelmed with mental
health problems among soldiers and their family members, impeding combat readiness. The key to the transformation was to
apply the tenets of "learning" health care systems. Building a
learning health care system is hard; building a learning mental
health care system is even harder. As Helping Soldiers Heal
recounts, the Army overcame the barriers to success, and its
experience is full of lessons for any health care system seeking
to transform.
Jayak anth Srinivasan is Research Associate Professor at
Boston University's Questrom School of Business and Senior
Fellow at the Institute for Health System Innovation and Policy.
He is author of Beyond the Lean Revolution. Follow him on Twitter @jk_srini.
Christopher Ivany, a colonel and psychiatrist in the US
Army, is the Army's former Behavioral Service Line Chief and
is now Chief of the Innovation Group at the Defense Health
Agency.
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Mobilizing in Uncertainty
Collective Identities and War in Abkhazia
Anastasia Shesterinina

How do ordinary people navigate the intense uncertainty of
the onset of war? Different individuals mobilize in different
ways—some f lee, some pick up arms, some support armed
actors as civil war begins. Drawing on nearly two hundred indepth interviews with participants and non-participants in the
Georgian-Abkhaz war of 1992–1993, Anastasia Shesterinina
explores Abkhaz mobilization decisions during that conf lict.
Her fresh approach underscores the uncertain nature of the
first days of the war. Georgian forces had a preponderance of
manpower and arms at that time. As Mobilizing in Uncertainty demonstrates, and in contrast to explanations that assume
individuals know the risk involved in mobilization and make
decisions to mobilize based on that knowledge, the Abkhaz
anticipated risk in different ways in the uncertainty affected
by earlier experiences and by social networks at the time of
mobilization.
What Shesterinina uncovers is that to make sense of the
violence, Abkhaz leaders, local authority figures, and others
relied on shared understandings of the conflict and their roles
in it—collective conflict identities—that they had developed
before the war. As appeals traveled across society, people consolidated mobilization decisions with small groups of family and
friends and based their actions on whom they understood to be
threatened. Their decisions shaped how the Georgian-Abkhaz
conflict unfolded and how people continued to mobilize during
and after the war.
Through this detailed analysis of Abkhaz mobilization
from prewar to postwar, Mobilizing in Uncertainty sheds light
on broader processes of violence, which have lasting effects on
societies marked by intergroup conflict.

"Anastasia Shesterinina gives a thorough,
detailed analysis of the mobilization of the
Abkhaz population against the Georgian
military intervention in 1992. Her arguments
are clearly formulated and highly original."—
Bruno Coppieters, Vrije Universiteit Brussel,
co-editor of Contextualizing Secession
"Mobilizing in Uncertainty is a high-quality
work that brings together mobilization literature with the case study of Abkhazia. The
Abkhaz perspective on Abkhaz-Georgian
relations is rarely treated in English to such
in depth exploration as this book offers."—
Susan H. Allen, George Mason University,
coeditor of Peacemaking

Anastasia Shesterinina is a Lecturer in Politics and International Politics at the University of Sheffield. She has published
in American Political Science Review, Journal of Peace Research,
and International Peacekeeping.
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ursing the Nazis for being too soft on the Jews.9 Martini linked Erich LudEndorff’s dEscEnt into conspiracy theories to his inability to process
he reality of Germany’s defeat in 1918. His alleged nervous collapse in that
ummer was the result of the dissonance between Ludendorff’s self-percepon as a military genius and his still unacknowledged recognition that the war
was going to be lost. The “stab in the back” and the scapegoating of Jews,
Catholics, and Freemasons were the result of his vain attempts to reconcile
hose conflicting forces. To Martini, Erich and Mathilde worked as a team,
with Erich focusing his energies as a publicist against the “anti”—the enemies
of Germany, the supranational powers. Mathilde, meanwhile, developed the
pro”— thE positivE cataLyst for GErmany’s rEbirth—dEutschE
GottErkEnntnis.10 Based on the somewhat limited materials available
o him, Martini outlined the major tenets of the Ludendorff’s beliefs: their
ostility to Judaism and Christianity, the similarity of their ideas to those of
National Socialists like Himmler, Rosenberg, and Dinter. He subjected the
deas of the Haus Ludendorff to scathing criticism, pointing out, for example, Mathilde’s Lack of quaLifications to anaLyzE thE bibLE, and the
maddening inconsistency of their argumentation even within the skewed unierse they inhabited.11 Thanks at least in part to Martini, the Spruchkammer
n Munich took over the investigation of Mathilde’s activities. The judgment
of that court, rendered in January 1950, reclassified Mathilde as “Hauptchuldig”—a principal offender in the language of the denazification reguations. An appeal lasting the remainder of 1950 ameliorated that judgment
omewhat, classifying her as second-order offender (Belasteten/Aktivisten),
which nevertheless carried with it a seven-year ban on practicing a profession
or owning a business. In addition, she was forbidden to work as a “teacher,
preacher, editor, author or radio-commentator” for the same period.12 This
udgment did not, however, impact the activities of the bund per se, which
continuEd to sprEad LudEndorff’s phiLosophy as bEforE.13 As
part of the investigation, the court referred to a psychiatric investigation that
ad been performed on Frau Ludendorff in 1947. That study had found no
vidence of mental illness, notwithstanding the bizarre and irrational nature
C O R N E L L P R E S S .C O R N E L L . E D U
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Intimacy across the Fencelines
Sex, Marriage, and the US Military in
Okinawa
Rebecca Forgash

Intimacy Across the Fencelines examines intimacy in the form
of sexual encounters, dating, marriage, and family that involve
US service members and local residents. Rebecca Forgash analyzes the stories of individual US service members and their
Okinawan spouses and family members against the backdrop of
Okinawan history, political and economic entanglements with
Japan and the United States, and a longstanding anti-base movement. The narratives highlight the simultaneously repressive
and creative power of military "fencelines," sites of symbolic
negotiation and struggle involving gender, race, and class that
divide the social landscape in communities that host US bases.
Intimacy Across the Fencelines anchors the global US military
complex and US-Japan security alliance in intimate everyday
experiences and emotions, illuminating important aspects of
the lived experiences of war and imperialism.

"In this carefully crafted book, Forgash's
ethnographic inquiry into sex, affect, and
the construction of new forms of sociality
adds an important dimension to our understanding of the lived experience of war and
imperialism."— Christopher Nelson, University of north Carolina, author of Dancing
with the Dead

Rebecca Forgash is Professor of Anthropology at Metropolitan State University of Denver.
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Militant Jihadism
Today and Tomorrow
Edited By Ser afet tin Pektas And Johan Leman

Scholarly analysis of evolving jihadist organisation, strategies,
and operation Jihadist militants keep being a global threat. Many
observers suggest that a transformation is likely to happen in
their organisation, operation, mobilisation and recruitment strategies particularly after the territorial decline of the "Caliphate"
of the "Islamic State." This volume explores different aspects of
the future trajectories of militant jihadism and the prospective
transformation of this movement in and around Europe. The authors analyse the changing jihadist landscape and networks, and
the societal challenges posed by both returned foreign terrorist
fighters and those who have not returned to their countries of
origin. Other topics of discussion are cyber jihadism, jihadist
financing, women's position in and relevance for contemporary jihadism, the role of prisons in relation to radicalisation
and militancy, and the changing theological dynamics. Based
on recent empirical research, Militant Jihadism offers a solid
scholarly contribution to various disciplines that study violence,
terrorism, security, and extremism.
Ebook available in Open Access. This publication is GPRC-labeled (Guaranteed Peer-Reviewed Content).
Contributors: Mohamed-Ali Adraoui (Georgetown University), Laith Alkhouri (Flashpoint), Nadim Houry (Arab Reform
Initiative), Adolfo Gatti (Lumina Analytics), Stef Janssens
(MYRIA), Johan Leman (KU Leuven), Serafettin Pektas (Researcher), Anita Peresin (Office of the National Security Council of the Republic of Croatia), Teun van Dongen (Independent
Security Expert), Arturo Varvelli (ISPI).
Ser afet tin Pektas is a postdoc researcher who holds a PhD
degree in Arabic and Islamic Studies at KU Leuven. Johan
Leman is professor emeritus of Social and Cultural Anthropology at KU Leuven and President of FOYER, a regional minorities
centre in Brussels.
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Wounds of War
How the VA Delivers Health, Healing, and
Hope to the Nation's Veterans
Suzanne Gordon

US military conf licts abroad have left nine million Americans
dependent on the Veterans Health Administration (VHA) for
medical care. Their "wounds of war" are treated by the largest
hospital system in the country—one that has come under fire
from critics in the White House, on Capitol Hill, and in the
nation's media.
In Wounds of War, Suzanne Gordon draws on five years of
observational research to describe how the VHA does a better
job than private sector institutions offering primary and geriatric care, mental health and home care services, and support for
patients nearing the end of life. In the unusual culture of solidarity between patients and providers that the VHA has fostered,
Gordon finds a working model for higher-quality health care and
a much-needed alternative to the practice of for-profit medicine.
Suzanne Gordon has written, edited, or coauthored twenty
books. Gordon has been published in the New York Times, Los
Angeles Times, Boston Globe, American Prospect, Atlantic Monthly,
and Harper's Magazine.

"Important and timely."—BeyondChron
"A compelling account of the many strengths
of the Veterans Healthcare System.... Gordon documents these strengths with informative statistics as well as compelling narratives of innovative programs, commendable
teamwork and exemplary clinical providers....
A valued view of a system which, even with
its flaws, still has remarkable strengths to
offer soldiers when their service to our
nation is completed."—The Pharos
"A terrific book, and I would recommend that
every veteran depending upon the VA for
his or her healthcare buy it."—The Veteran
"Important and timely."—CounterPunch
"Wounds of War is a valuable resource
for veterans' rights advocates as well as
everyone concerned with the struggle for
Medicare for all."—Against the Current
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"This book offers a unique approach to an
important topic and is an essential addition
for institutions with programs in medicine
and other health-affiliated fields (health
administration, social work, etc.), public
policy and administration, political science,
or for any public library serving veteran and/
or military populations."—Choice
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